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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Hi there folks, and welcome to the 
Spring 2020 edition of the Journal 
of Wildlife Photography. 

If there is one thing we can all 
agree upon, it's that this has been 
one extraordinary year. Pandem-
ics. Quarantines. Shelter in place 
orders. Wow. 

But, despite it all, the sun contin-
ues to rise. And although our lives 
settle into new normal, we all learn 
to adapt and continue the pursuit 

of our passions within the ca-
pacity that these times allow. 

For this reason, we have spent 
the last couple of months here 
at the Journal working on de-
veloping inspirational content 
to help you see and think about 
your photography differently. 
Our hope is that you feel excit-
ed enough to begin capturing 
images of wildlife in your own 
back yard. (Or woodlot, down 
the street, the park around the 
corner, it's all the same: place-
based wildlife photography. 
Think globally, shoot locally.)

The shifting baseline of normal-
cy brought on by shelter in place 
has inspired a feature article in this 
edition on Urban Wildlife Photogra-
phy. 

Wildlife is quite literally every-
where around us. It raises new life 
in hollowed out cavities of a dead 
tree in the woods behind our hous-
es. It wanders through unfenced 
backyards grazing on our native 
and non-native landscaping.

It hides in the shadows in every 
direction. Sometimes that wildlife 
is as large as a bear. Other times, 
it's as small as a salamander. In 
Urban Wildlife Photography, I dis-
cuss shooting locally while laying 
out my argument as to why urban 
and suburban wildlife photography 
is not just an antidote to our times 
but also necessary and vital work 
that each of us should be engaged 
in. 

This is bigger than pretty photo-
graphs. 

You will also find in this issue my 
on-again-off-again column entitled 
Gear Savvy. In this article, I intro-
duce the concept of using portable 
blinds for our photography. This ar-
ticle was also inspired by the shift 
in focus toward photographing 
within our own communities. 

Blinds, or sometimes called hides 
in non-US territories, are essential in 
all working wildlife photographer's 
kits. Whether for personal projects 
or magazine assignments, the spe-
cies we photograph aren't always 
as habituated to humans as oth-
er animals might be. The Bull Elk 
is a perfect example: imagine him 

sitting on the 18th hole of the golf 
course in Estes Park, Colorado. Of-
ten, these are species that are tim-
id and shy of our own species for a 
good reason. 

I also discuss the types of porta-
ble blinds I personally use, as well 
as with attention given to setting 
up these contraptions. Keeping 
our subjects at ease with this new 
"thing" in their environment is key 
to sustainable photography prac-
tices. 

And then there is white balance. 

I have threatened to write an arti-
cle about this for over a year now, 
and here it is. White balance is 
more than just making sure that 
your whites are white. In fact, white 
balance is often a critical part of 
exposure. 

Thinking of exposure as a sim-
ple triangle – that is to say: shut-
ter speed, aperture, and ISO – is a 
clear concept to help you learn how 
to make a photograph. But there is 
more to the equation. White bal-
ance is an integral part of expo-
sure as well. And despite what you 
might think, some accidents simply 
cannot be "fixed" on the computer. 
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Your understanding of white bal-
ance is actually holding you back 
as a photographer in many differ-
ent instances. 

White Balance dives deep into 
how our cameras record color. It 
explores why the reading is not 
always accurate, therefore creat-
ing color casts. I discuss how to 
make sure you nail your RGB chan-
nels, which is every bit as import-
ant as your luminance histogram. 
Just like blowing out your whites, 
no amount of post-processing can 
help you after the fact. 

In these pages, you will also find a 
new section entitled Featured Pho-
tographer. From here on, in each 
issue, we will be showcasing one 
of our subscribers. After establish-
ing the official Facebook Group for 
the Journal of Wildlife Photogra-
phy and seeing the incredible pho-
tography of our subscribers, we 
knew right away that it was time 
to start showcasing the fantastic 
work that you all are doing. The 
Journal of Wildlife Photography is 
reader-driven. And so we are going 
to start making you an even more 
integral part. 

Don't forget, there are still a few 
weeks left to enter our Backyard 
Photography Contest. Remember, 
we are giving away a $1,000 Real-
ly Right Stuff tripod to the winner. 
Jump over to the Facebook Group 
for details. 

I hope that everyone is staying 
safe during these crazy times. Keep 
your head up and don't stop being 
a wildlife photographer. 

Cheers,
 Jared
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A pop of flash brought out the red eyesh-
ine of this alligator. 

INTO THE
SHADOWS
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An hour after sunset and the mos-
quitoes are so thick they can be 
measured in metric tons. It’s dark. 
It’s hot. And I am unwillingly giving 
blood to hordes of tiny vampires. 
Welcome to the South. 

I hear a man shout out from the 
trail above me at the edge of the 
lake. 

“Excuse me sir, have you been 
drinking?”

I glance over my shoulder to make 
out his silhouette against the black-
ness of the tree line behind him. 

“Why?” I shout back. 

“Because your laying in the water 
with a f@#$%ing alligator!” 

“It’s OK,” I replied. “I’m a profes-
sional.” 

In retrospect, this was probably 
an odd scene to stumble upon. It 
was dark, and here I am laying in the 
water behind a camera with a 10-
foot alligator some 20 feet away. 
There were other alligators in the 
vicinity of course, off to both stage 
right and left. A small spillway was 
nearby and these hold overs from 
the age of dinosaurs were congre-

gated at its base in mass. Why? I 
have no idea. Were they waiting for 
an evening thunderstorm to flood 
food over the little damn? A white-
tail deer to wander down to take a 
drink? Or maybe someone stupid 
enough to climb into the water with 
them after dark? 

I remember laying there in the 
shallows eye to eye with this alli-

gator thinking about the headlines 
from the various fatal attacks that I 
had spent the day back in the hotel 
reading. “Couple Fatally Attacked 
While Skinny Dipping at Night.” So 
much for a romantic evening. “Alli-
gator Kills Burglar Trying to Escape 
from Police.” I actually laughed out 
loud when I heard that one. 

I don’t consider myself to be a 
risk taker. It’s more like risk man-
agement really. For starters, alliga-
tors are relatively docile. Don’t get 
me wrong here, people end up in 

Understanding that everything sol-
id would come out featureless black, I 
composed with the banks of the river to 
create this unique composition. 
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the bellies of these guys from time 
to time. But, I’m in shallow water 
– about a foot deep. The gator is 
20 feet away in water about the 
same depth. There is no way to 
ambush me. No way for another 
one to sneak up on me. I am not 
swimming at night. I am not skin-
ny dipping beyond the “beware of 
alligators” sign. I am certainly not 
petting, touching, kissing, caress-
ing, riding, or wrestling the alligator. 
This is calculated. I’m cautious. The 
risk is low. The rewards are high. 

I like gators at night. This is when 
they really come into their own as 
a predator. Let’s be honest: it’s also 
when they look the creepiest. 

Deep down, all of us are a little 
afraid of the dark. This is the time 
of predators. When we light fires, 

lock doors, and plug in night lights. 
So, as a visual artist who is always 
looking to massage such psycho-
logical nuances of how we perceive 
the world around us, photograph-
ing gators at night is all about play-
ing on such perceptions and, dare 
I say, innate fears. Art is an ex-
tension of psychology. So, when I 
am photographing wildlife, finding 
ways to work with these ideas is 
what allows me, I hope, to capture 
the essence of my subjects.

Disclaimer: I am not a documen-
tary photographer. I want more 
than just another well lit, techni-
cally perfect, “dime-a-dozen” pho-
tograph of an alligator, owl, or poi-
son dart frog. I want to transcend 
the species barrier and bridge the 
world of man and beast, connect 
you with my subjects, and capture 

your imagination. Do I always suc-
ceed at this? No. Of course not. But 
it is the driving force, or methodol-
ogy if you will, behind my photogra-
phy. I want to capture the story of 
my subject. I am a biographer. And 
most importantly, I am an artist. 

So, when it comes to photograph-
ing wildlife, I start with sizing up my 
subject in regard to their ecology. 
This is the big picture stuff. Solitary 
or in groups? What sort of habitat 
best exemplifies them – not just 
where can I find one to photograph? 
Diurnal, nocturnal, or crepuscular 
(daytime, nighttime, or dawn and 
dusk)? Predator or prey? Stuff like 
that. 

From here, the questions become 
a bit more esoteric. Does this spe-
cies invoke fear? Are they powerful? 
What is our emotional response to 
seeing them? Is there mythology 
around them? These are the types 
of questions that lead me to laying 
in the water with an alligator at night 
with an off camera flash held over 
my head to capture a bit of that red 
eye shine. 

Darkness, or shadows in gener-
al, offers up a powerfully creative 
tool for telling the story of particu-

lar species. But more than just its 
creative properties, it can also re-
veal the world in a more realistic 
fashion. If alligators are primarily 
a nocturnal species, why do we al-
ways photograph them in the day-
time? If owls are specialized aerial 
predators of the night, why do we 
only ever see photographs of them 
in well-lit daytime scenarios? If I 
have to crawl around in some of the 
darkest and wettest corners of the 
neotropical rainforests in search 
of poison dart frogs, why would I 
want to then stick them on color-
ful flowers in a garden and evenly 
light up the scene? If a wood duck 
is a species of dark flooded forests, 
then do I really want to photograph 
them in full sun against blue water? 

Working with the night, or a sig-
nificant amount of shadow, tends 
bring us into the artistic realm of 
“chiaroscuro.” Don’t let this word 
scare you. It’s simply the combina-
tion of the Italian chiaro, for “bright,” 
and oscuro, meaning “dark.” 

In the classical definition of this 
artistic concept, shadow is con-
trasted against highlights to cre-
ate various illusions of three di-
mensions in a painting. This could 

“Darkness, or shadows in general, 
offers up a powerfully creative tool 
for telling the story of particular 
species. But more than just its 
creative properties, it can also reveal 
the world in a more realistic fashion.
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We associate the activity and chorus of 
frogs with night. By working at the edge 
of light and using one off camera flash, I 
was able to create an image that evokes 
a scene that is more in keeping with the 
biology of this species. 
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be something as simple as the im-
pression of a singular light source 
or creating depth and form - as it 
was often used in the Renaissance 
era. 

Or, chiaroscuro can be used to set 
the mood and evoke emotion in the 
composition as we saw throughout 
the Baroque period. In other words, 
it’s the strategic use of extreme 
contrast in visual art – which for 
the world of photography, may be 
the better definition. 

Capturing images in extreme con-
trast is simple enough. Spot meter 
off the highlights and set your ex-
posure manually. Compose and 
shoot. When photographing wild-
life in the dark however, this can 
be a bit more complicated. When 
shooting in the deep shadows 
across the floor of the rainforest, 
or when photographing at night or 

even dusk, autofocus often ceases 
to function and flash can become 
a necessity. 

Much like the creative use of shad-
ows in our compositions, the use of 
flash also offers up a whole other 
pallet of artistic possibilities. With 
a set of small speed lights, we can 
emulate light that we would expect 
to find in a given scenario, such as 
a shaft of light filtering through the 
canopy of the rainforest, or the il-
lumination created by a full moon 
for instance. On the other hand, it 
can be used to create eye shine in 
a subject much like you see here in 
the glow of the alligators’ eyes. 

At the heart of darkness, or at 
least as it applies to photography, 
is the simple act of storytelling. Yes, 
it is “artistic.” But more important-
ly, it captures the imagination. A 
distinct lack of light in wildlife pho-
tography can reveal to the world 
another side of life on this planet. 
A side that is obscured and hidden 
within the shadows. Often over-
looked. Rarely seen. With care and 
technique, darkness can shed light 
upon the biography of life, captur-
ing the essence of a species, and 

White balance isn’t just about making 
sure white objects are actually white 
or you nailed your color channels. We 
can use Kelvin WB either in the field, or 
in post-processing software, to create 
mood. This image of an osprey landing 
was happening against a bland and blasé 
sky. By cranking up my Kelvin white bal-
ance to 10,000 I was able to create this 
effect of a bird silhouetted against an 
orange sky at sunset – even though sun-
set was not for a couple more hours. 
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give us a glimpse, if only for a mo-
ment, into another world. 

In our overworked, over stressed, 
and over civilized lives, we have 
become alienated from the natural 
world around us. The simple fact 
that we even define it as the “natu-
ral” world speaks to this fact. There 
has long been this separation of 
course. Slipping back through the 
pages of history to a time when loin 
cloths and spears were all the rage 
in fashion, there was, even then, a 
palpable otherness to us as a spe-
cies. 

Most nature-based communities 
saw themselves as both a part 
of the world as well as separated 
from it in a sort of cultural anxiety 
that probably stretches back to 
the dawn of becoming self-aware. 
It was here that shamans worked 
their magic, plying the murky wa-
ters that began to exist in our minds 
as the gulf between us and Nature 
grew. For these shamans, it was 
their role in society to bridge this 
gap and reconnect us with the nat-
ural world – albeit on a metaphys-
ical level. 

In today’s world, artists have as-

sumed the role of the shamans 
from days long ago. Through our 
art, we are able to once again bridge 
the gap between us and the natural 
world. We are able to connect. To 
inspire. To once again reveal the 
magic of life on this planet. And to 
embrace the dark side in our pho-
tography offers us one more cre-
ative tool in the art of visual sto-
rytelling that can transcend such 
self-imposed boundaries between 
us and the planet we call home.  

The blackness of night further en-
gulfs me as I lay in the water. Want-
ing to hang on to the deep blues 
of twilight, I crank down the Kelvin 
white balance on my camera. With 
color now corrected, this adjust-
ment does not come without un-
wanted side effects. The color of 
the light I am bouncing off of the 
alligator has now changed accord-
ingly. To compensate, I slip an or-
ange gel over my flash to warm up 
the light and add a bit more punch 
to the red eye shine bouncing back 
at me. 

Other gators have begun to move 
in closer. These are curious crea-
tures by nature and I’m beginning 
to feel a bit outnumbered here as 
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it becomes more difficult to see. 
Slowly pulling myself out of the 
water, a thought hits me like a ton 
of bricks. My headlamp. I left it sit-
ting on the dashboard of my vehi-
cle which is parked nearly a mile 
away on the other side of a narrow 
path through the forest. With no 
moon to help guide my way, and 
after a short bout of cursing to my-
self, I fumble my way up to the trail 
through the woods. Three steps in, 
I take a spider web to the face. So 
much for risk management. This is 
going to be a long night. 
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WHITE BALANCE IS
HOLDING YOU BACK

In this photograph of a red fox from Yel-
lowstone, I exposed for the red channel 
because that is where the light was fall-
ing. In post, I decided to leave the blue in 
the shadows of the snow because I loved 
the effect of the orange juxtaposed with 
the blue. Remember, this has nothing to 
do with fixing the color white. Color is 
subjective and can be used artistically. 
The point is to just make sure you don’t 
blow out the colors.
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I have a question for you. Do you 
leave everything in your camera on 
automatic modes and just hope for 
the best? 

When I say automatic modes, I 
mean genuinely automatic. Do you 
put your camera into "Auto" or "Pro-
gram?" 

For me, the thought of doing so 
makes my heart miss a beat. I’m 
an artist. I'm a perfectionist. I have 
a way of seeing and thinking that I 
want to communicate through my 
photographs. And to do this, I want 
as much control over my camera's 
functions: with decades of experi-
ence behind a camera, I know the 
exact percentage rate that will al-
low me to get it right without any 
additional input.

Very few photographers who 
have been at this more than a cou-
ple of years would ever trust their 
cameras to get everything right on 
its own. At the very least, in wild-
life photography, they would want 
to dial in some sort of exposure 
compensation if they were using 
aperture priority. Everything about 
how our cameras measure light 
through the TTL meter is based 

on averages. And very few unusu-
al situations worth photographing 
would fall within those averages. 

But you probably know this al-
ready. 

Most of you are already using 
manual exposure for this very rea-
son. You want to control the out-
come of the photograph --and you 
can do this because you know the 
nuances of your gear. You under-
stand that taking over the basic 
functions of your camera gives you 
more precision, removes variables, 
and puts the reigns of creativity into 
your hands. 

So then why in the hell are you 
shooting in Auto white balance? 

If you cringe at the idea of setting 
your camera's exposure to Auto, 
effectively turning the thing in your 

hand into a costly point and shoot 
camera, why would you trust it with 
color? 

You and I both know there are 
well-defined limits to what post-pro-
cessing software can "fix" about a 
photograph. We also both know 
how important it is to "get it right" 
in the camera. 

I know what you're thinking: "But I 
can just change the white balance 
in Lightroom." (Or, Photoshop, or 
On1, or whatever your preferred 
poison is.) And to a certain de-
gree, you're absolutely right. You 
absolutely can change the white 
balance in post, just like you can 
change your exposure in post. 
Just like you can sharpen a pho-
tograph in post. However, you can-
not "fix" a photo whose highlights 
were overexposed. You also can't 
"fix" a soft photo by sharpening it 

even more. Nor can you fix blown-
out Red, Green, or Blue color chan-
nels when you botched your white 
balance in the field.

There's more to this white bal-
ance thing than trying to make your 
whites white.

Learning to See 

Yellowstone in the winter. Wildlife 
photographers flock to this park 
come January for a good reason. 
This is one of the premier wildlife 
photography destinations in the 
world when everything turns white. 
It stands on par with places like Af-
rica during the migration, Alaska 
for the salmon run, and Svalbard 
for polar bears. 

I have led 20 winter workshops in 
Yellowstone. As beautiful as this 
park is come winter, photograph-
ing here does not come without 
its challenges. From deep cold to 
near whiteout conditions some-
times, Yellowstone has teeth. But 
the challenges of photographing 
here in the winter go beyond the 
physical. 

Though I don't advertise or mar-
ket workshops this way, I tend to 

“If you cringe at the idea of setting your 
camera's exposure to Auto, effectively 
turning the thing in your hand into a 
costly point and shoot camera, why 
would you trust it with color?
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A similar photograph as the other bobcat 
photos in this story. I am using these im-
ages specifically because of the slightly 
golden nature of the cat. Despite this ob-
vious warm colored subject, shadows in 
the snow are very blue. 
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think of the trips I do in terms of 
the unique skill sets that each will 
build for clients. These are work-
shops, after all. I don't lead tours. 
Each workshop I lead offers clients 
a new set of specialized skills to 
improve their experience of pho-
tography.

Panama, for instance, is a mas-
terclass in flash photography. Alas-
ka is all about mastering low light 
photography and high action. The 
Wild Horses of the Carolina Coast 
trip is all about learning to see and 
think artistically. And Yellowstone 
in the winter is a masterclass on the 
mechanics of photography where 
everyone who leaves this work-
shop comes away with rock-solid 
knowledge of manual exposure 
and manual white balance. These 
"skill sets" are not something that 
I make a decision to specifical-
ly focus on during the workshops 
so much as they are inevitabilities 
due to the unique situations we are 
photographing in. 

Shooting in Yellowstone during 
winter means shooting snow. Snow 
is one giant reflector; it reflects the 
light, it reflects color. Snow reveals 
things to us via our camera that 

our brains are largely hardwired to 
ignore. 

Blue light is one of those things. 

Enter: the Blue Dress Phenome-
non. #thedress

Remember this photograph? 

The original photo was shared 
over 10 million times on Twitter as 
everyone from Taylor Swift to Jus-
tin Bieber chimed in on what they 
"thought" they saw in this photo-
graph. 

The debate, of course, was over 
the colors of the dress. 

Is it a white and gold dress? 

Or is it a blue and black dress? 

The dress is blue. However, a poll 
revealed that the majority of peo-

ple looking at the photo didn't see 
it that way. A full 53% of people 
saw a white and gold dress, which 
speaks volumes to how our brains 
interpret the world around us.

Blue light is everywhere in the nat-
ural world. When we look up, the 

sky is blue on sunny days because 
that particular wavelength of light 
is being scattered by air or gas 
molecules – otherwise known as 
our atmosphere. Looking at photo-
graphs taken from the Apollo mis-
sions to the moon, things are very 
different. You don't see a blue sky. 
The pictures show the surface of 
the moon bathed in sunlight, but 
the sky is like night – black and 
full of stars. Why? The moon has 
no atmosphere and therefore no 
gas molecules to bounce the blue 
wavelengths of light around. 

But these gas molecules aren't 
just found in the sky. They are all 
around us. And therefore, so too is 
the blue light. It's just that when we 
look up, we are looking at a whole 
lot more gas molecules than when 
we look at a tree in front of us. 

Because this blue is a constant 
all around us, our brains tend to ig-
nore the blue light. 

This isn't to say we ignore the col-
or blue, though. When not holding a 
camera in hand, we all tend to love 
bright and sunny days. The color 
blue has a profoundly calming ef-
fect on us that is measurable with 

When placed beside the other altered photos, the original dress is unquestionably 
blue. However, without the visual cues, the majority of people who weighed in on 
what they saw here was that of a white dress instead!
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an encephalography (EEG). Star-
ing at a blue ocean or the blue sky 
shows the same drop in electrical 
activity in the brain as deep medi-
tation. 

Corporate culture in Japan can be 
pretty stressful. This country leads 
the world (followed by the USA) in 
the number of suicides per capita. 
The one unfortunately common 
form of suicide in that country was 
leaping in front of trains. Given the 
research available about the calm-
ing effect of the color blue, Tokyo 
decided to experiment with this at 
train depots. And when Japanese 
officials installed blue lights at the 
end of platforms on Tokyo's Ya-
manote railway line in 2009, they 
immediately saw a 74% reduction 
in suicides. 

So, our brains are very much hard-
wired to experience the color blue. 
However, they are also hardwired 
to ignore subtle amounts of blue 
where we don't "think" it should be.

Remember, our reality is funda-
mentally subjective. It's shaped by 
how we experience something, not 
by necessarily how it "really is."

When you think of shadows, you 
don't "think" of blue. When you look 
at a tree, you don't "think" of blue. 
When you look across the street, 
you don't "think" of things as hav-
ing a slightly blueish tint. And yet 
quite often they do. 

The original photograph of the 
dress is overexposed, and thus the 
blue is made to be very light in col-
or – about the same shade of blue 
that is often all around us. About the 
same shade of blue that snow or 
white surfaces tend to reflect back 
at us – especially on overcast days, 
and especially in the darkness. And 
unless we train ourselves to "think" 
and therefore "see" the blue light re-
flecting off snow, what we perceive 
is white. 

This is why 53% of people see a 
white dress instead of a blue one. 
Their brains are automatically com-
pensating for the blue light. 

Your camera, however, doesn't al-
ways do this.

Understanding Color Channels 

But what exactly are these so-
called "color channels?" 

To understand this, you must first 
understand how your camera re-
cords light and color.

This whole process is a bit com-
plicated to explain. By and large, 
you don't actually need most of it 
to understand what's up here. But 
you do need at least a little bit of 
knowledge. 

First and foremost, understand 
that your camera only sees in grey-
scale. This means black and white 
and some 253 shades of grey in 
between. All those beautiful colors 
of a sunset? That's all thanks to a 
filter. 

The way we end up with color 
photographs is a matter of red, 

green, and blue filters placed over 
the photosites (the exact spots on 
the sensor that record photons). 
Hence all the RGB stuff you keep 
seeing in things to do with photog-
raphy. 

The filter itself is what's known as 
a Bayer array and looks like an in-
tricate checkerboard of red, green, 
and blue squares. One row is green 
and red squares. The next row is 
green and blue squares. Each row 
contains green squares, and there-
fore, your camera records more 
green light than the other two col-
ors because this closely matches 
how the human eye sees things. 
Despite how attracted we are to 
blue and red, we are actually more 
sensitive to green light.

Each colored square only lets in 
a particular color of light. In oth-
er words, green squares allow in 
green light. Red squares, red light. 
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When photographing wildlife before the 
sunrises, especially around the water, 
blue light is EVERYWHERE. Forget the 
snow, this can often times present some 
of the biggest challenges to recording 
colors properly. 
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And blue, blue. But this should im-
mediately raise a red flag for you – 
no pun intended. What if where the 
green square is, there is actually 
red light in the composition? What 
if where a blue square is, there is 
actually green light? And how on 
Earth do we end up with yellow 
when all we have to work with is 
RGB?

Recording color is imprecise us-
ing the Bayer array filter. 

There are more accurate ways of 
doing this, but they are more com-
plicated and result in much larger 
cameras as you actually need three 
different image sensors – one for 
each color. 

Camera  manufacturers   know 
that Bayer array filters are a com-
promise and make up for this 
through interpolation. Or, as I like 
to think of it: interpretation. 

Your camera measures  how 
much green, blue, or red it record-
ed in an area. Then it makes a judg-
ment call on what the actual color 
should be. 

Because there are significantly 
more green boxes in the Bayer ar-

ray filter than the other two colors, 
your camera is VERY good at in-
terpreting greens and less so with 
blue and red. 

For you super nerds out there, 
please understand that I am simpli-
fying this down quite a bit to make 
it user friendly. There are a few oth-
er details here, but this is the stuff 
you actually need to understand. 

So, when something is recorded 
as white in your photograph, your 
camera interprets that an equal 
amount of photons are captured 
behind all three colored filters. 
White is a fair amount of all colors. 
And thus, when you blow out your 
whites, this is easily fixed by sim-
ply reducing our exposure – letting 
in less light. 

The problem is that you can blow 
out the individual colors as well. 
This is what occurs in Yellowstone 
regularly during the winter. And al-
though you could reduce your ex-
posure to correct for a particular 
color channel, this would negate 
the whole reason that we "expose 
to the right."

To account  for these individual 
color channels, you don't change 

your exposure. Instead, you ad-
just your white balance to shift the 
amount of red or blue that your 
camera is recording with the im-
age. 

Blowing out color channels is, in 
part, associated with your expo-
sure. However, it's fixed through 
white balance. 

Still with me?

Chances are, if you have actually 
made it this far into the article, you 
are probably scratching your head 
right now. With years of experience 
photographing with digital camer-
as behind you, all of this may seem 
a bit "left field." 

"But white balance is about mak-
ing sure my whites are white(ish) 
– right?"

Sure, if you are only recording in 
jpeg and don't really care about 
uncorrectable color casts, losing 
detail in large swaths of the photo-
graph, never using post-processing 
software, etc.

"But, I have been on X number of 
workshops, and everyone says to 

just shoot on AWB!" 

I'm sorry I have no way to help 
with the quality of information you 
receive elsewhere. 

"But, NOBODY I know adjusts their 
white balance manually!"

Welcome to advanced digital pho-
tography. 

Thinking that white balance only 
has to do with the color white is 
a straightforward way of under-
standing the mechanics of digi-
tal photography. This rudimentary 
view was fine during the first year 
of learning the craft. Let's face it: 
there is a lot to learn when you are 
getting started. Color and white 
balance were secondary to learn-
ing how to finagle the whole ISO/
shutter speed/aperture thing they 
called the exposure triangle. That's 
all photography 101. This is the next 
chapter on proper exposure.  

It's a little ironic that exposure 
plays a role in problems with color 
because we only find ourselves in 
trouble with color channels when 
properly exposing a digital image. 
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When working with subjects on the coast 
in the water, pay close attention to the 
blue channels. Not only is the sky and 
water often blue, but suspended water 
and ocean spray begin to bounce the blue 
light around in the air creating a distinct 
challenge to overcome. Subjects that 
are close to the camera are easily man-
aged because there is significantly less 
water droplets in the air to contend with, 
but when working at further distances 
that changes things dramatically. 
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If you underexpose by a full stop, 
you will most likely never run into 
this problem. But then you are un-

derexposed by a full stop, and you 
introduce layers of new issues with 
your image. 

Proper exposure with a digital 
camera means the information on 
the histogram is pushed all the way 
to the far-right side of the graph. 
The mantra, "expose to the right" 
doesn't mean "sort of to the right." 
It doesn't say something right of 
the far-left side of the histogram. 
It sure as hell doesn't mean a bell-
curve in the middle of the histogram 
(please God, make the bell-curves 
stop). 

Instead, it means the info on the 
histogram should be as close to a 
hair's breadth from the right side 

of the graph as possible. If this 
doesn't make sense, if this rais-
es questions, I have written about 
understanding histograms many 
times before, and you can find a 
great article on the topic in the Fall 
2018 edition of the Journal entitled 
Got Noise. 

Because a proper exposure with 
digital technology means capturing 
as much information as you can in 
the brightest tones of light in your 
image, you leave yourself with very 
little room for error before overex-
posing and losing detail. 

If the auto white balance misses 
even slightly, and you record too 
much red or too much blue because 
you are already so close to the edge, 
those color channels quickly blow 
out, and you lose detail across big 
swaths of your photograph. 

Blue cast to the snow, and you 
blow out the blue channel? No de-
tail in the snow. 

Mind-blowing sunrise behind 
the silhouette of a mule deer, and 
you accidentally blow out your red 
channel? Featureless blobs of col-
or with sharp edges and no detail 
in the sky.

Take a great egret (big white bird), 
for instance. Overexpose the im-
age in general, and you will end up 
with a bird, or part of a bird, with no 
detail. Try as you might fix this with 
Photoshop or Lightroom, or what-
ever post-processing software you 
use, there is nothing you can do. 

This is precisely what happens 
when you "clip" or "blow out" a col-
or channel. Only, instead of it hap-
pening in a white part of the pho-
tograph, it happens in places with 
actual color. 

Have you ever stopped to con-
sider why you only should fret over 
whites blowing out in a photo-
graph? That is what we all become 
hyper-focused on, isn't it? 

But what about those California 
red poppies in the background? Or 
the yellow of a prothonotary war-
bler? Or blue of a painted bunting?

I hate to be the one to break it to 
you, but all that stuff can be "blown 
out" as well. 

You have probably seen this in 
your own photos but just didn't 
know what you were looking at. 

Have you ever created a photo-
graph of an extremely dramatic sky, 
filled with nuclear reds and orang-
es, only to find that when you are 
editing the image, some part of the 
sky doesn't really seem to respond 
to adjustments you are making? 
Maybe it's a patch of red closer 
to where the sun is. Decrease the 
exposure, saturation, or work with 
tonal curves all you want - but no 
matter what you do, you just can 
seem to get detail in the area. That 
detail-less patch of color might get 
bigger or smaller, but it never goes 
away. 

“If the auto white balance misses 
even slightly, and you record too 
much red or too much blue because 
you are already so close to the 
edge, those color channels quickly 
blow out, and you lose detail across 
big swaths of your photograph.
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If you look closely, you will see an ex-
ample of blown out reds in this photo-
graph. Look at the band of red that is 
shaped like a parabola beneath the sun 
and then wraps up into the sky. I liter-
ally jumped out of a boat into 5 feet of 
water hand holding my 600mm to grab 
this shot before the sunset. Though this 
photograph is still usable, imagine if that 
red had been the feathers of a bird. The 
photograph would have been trashed. 
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This, my friend, means you have 
blown out your red channel. 

And just like blowing out your 
highlights, there is nothing you can 
do to "fix" this after the fact. 

In this way, it may be better to 
think of your white balance as part 
of your exposure. Exposure is all 
about how we chose to record light. 
Color is also light. And just as you 
would adjust your exposure to not 
overexpose for the light, you also 
change your white balance to not 
overexpose specific wavelengths 
of light. 

Let's put on the breaks here for 
a moment. All of this may be a bit 
confusing, especially if you thought 
white balance what just about get-
ting the color white, well, white. 

Though this was the original in-
tention of white balance, and por-
trait photographers freak out over 
it to get skin tones correct, I am not 
going to tell you white needs to be 
white. If you have been reading the 
Journal for any length of time, you 
know that I put a lot of weight on cre-
ativity. Color says so much. Maybe 

you want cool tones to your snow. 
Maybe you want warmer tones to 
suggest late afternoon. All that is 
fine. You can cool down and warm 
until your little creative heart's con-
tent. What you should NEVER DO, 
however, is clip your color chan-
nels. 

So, in many ways deciding the 
warm or cool effect you want in a 
photograph is best done in post-pro-
cessing software. 

When it comes to white balance 
in the camera, however, this is all 
about making sure you accurately 
capture those three primary colors 
red, green, and blue.

And to do this, we usually have to 
ditch auto white balance – at least 
if there is a lot of blue or a little red 
in our photographs. 

Mechanics of AWB

The reason that AWB will often 
botch the job with these colors is 
twofold. 

Problem #1: AWB doesn't even 
attempt to keep in step with expo-
sure. 

If your exposure is pushed to the I photographed this bobcat walking along the banks of a river in Yellowstone. This is a 
good example of how blue light sneaks into our photographs very quickly when working 
in the snow. 
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When we find ourselves in situations 
where there is a lot of both red and blue 
light (yellow is on the blue spectrum) 
we have to watch our RGB histograms 
very closely. In this instance, because 
the water is brighter than the snow it-
self, I had to mind the red channel which 
mean cooling things down. This, in turn, 
bumped up the blue of the snow. 
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right, like it's supposed to be, in sit-
uations with lots of blue or red, you 
are most likely going to blow out a 
color channel when using AWB. 

Using the example of Yellowstone 
again, since the snow is primari-
ly recorded as some tone of blue 
instead of white; if you blow out 
your blue channel, this means you 
are actually blowing out swaths of 
snow that will have no detail and 
will render as a weird featureless 
swath of blue cast

As mentioned above, color is also 
light. If we concern ourselves with 
making sure we properly expose 
for the light, then we also need to 
take care to properly expose color 
as well. 

Problem #2: Your camera is dumb. 

Your camera has no idea what 
it is you are photographing. There 
is fundamentally no difference 
between a bear, a sunset, and a 
balloon. Aperture priority doesn't 
suddenly force your camera to dis-
tinguish between these three sub-
jects, no more than Auto white bal-
ance does. 

When photographing snow, your 

camera has no idea that it's actu-
ally snow you're looking at. The 
camera just records the tones of 
light and tries to interpret the color 
of things based upon what passes 
through the Bayer array filter. 

With snow on an overcast day, or 
in the shadows, you have lots of 
blue light being bounced back at 
you. Your camera sees all that blue 
light being filtered through the blue 
squares of the Bayer array and as-
sumes things are supposed to be 
blue to some degree.

The most simplified way of under-
standing what happens with Auto 
White Balance from here is this: 

If there is a whole lot of blue, it 
adds a bit of red to the overall pho-
tograph. If there is a whole lot of 
red, it adds a little bit of blue. 

But there are limits. Because your 
camera has no idea what you are 
actually photographing, parame-
ters are built into the algorithms 
here for a good reason: red flowers 
are supposed to be red and blue 
skies are supposed to be blue. 

So, if AWB typically botches the 

job in situations where there is a 
lot of blue or red light, what are we 
to do?

Although your camera comes set 
to AWB, there are also several "pre-
sets" and options as well. (Sunny, 
cloudy, and tungsten are a few of 
those.) But for the real-world needs 
of nature photographers, the set-
ting entitled "K" is the one that gives 
you total control over white balance 
and will keep you from blowing out 
color channels in snow or sunsets. 

K stands for Kelvin. And Kelvin is 
a scientific measurement of tem-
perature and light. 

Kelvin = manual white balance. 

All of your white balance capabil-
ities are designed around the Kel-
vin scale. Auto white balance uses 
it. All of those presets like Tung-
sten, Sunny, and Cloudy use it. Ev-
erything corresponds to a specific 
Kelvin temperature. 

When your camera's white bal-
ance preset is set to sunny, it dials 
in a 5500 Kelvin setting. 

When your camera's white bal-
ance preset is set to cloudy, it dials 
in a 7000 Kelvin setting. 

Even though we have other words 
to denote presets, everything is still 
functioning off of Kelvin settings. 

Software, such as Lightroom, will 
allow you to push your Kelvin white 
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White balance isn’t just about mak-
ing sure white objects are actual-
ly white or you nailed your color 
channels. We can use Kelvin WB 
either in the field, or in post-pro-
cessing software, to create mood. 
This image of an osprey landing 
was happening against a bland 
and blasé sky. By cranking up my 
Kelvin white balance to 10,000 I 
was able to create this effect of 
a bird silhouetted against an or-
ange sky at sunset – even though 
sunset was not for a couple more 
hours. 

balance as high as 50,000. But this 
isn't the case with your camera, for 
which most are limited to 10,000 
Kelvin. 

To simplify things here, under-
stand that the lower the Kelvin 
number, the more blue light the 
camera will add to the scene; the 
higher the Kelvin number, the more 
red light will be added. So, 2,500 
Kelvin will make things VERY blue. 
And 10,000 Kelvin will make things 
very yellow (yellow is on the red 
end of the spectrum)--unless the 
ambient light requires that much 
blue or red light to compensate for 
what your camera is recording. 

In Yellowstone, it is not uncom-
mon for us to use Kelvin white bal-
ance settings as high as 9,000 on 
overcast days or in low light. There 
is THAT much blue light bouncing 
around! 

If you were to dial in a similar set-
ting on a sunny day with no snow, 
chances are your image would be 
wholly orange or yellow and look as 
though it was made at sunset. But 
when used to compensate for the 
blue light bouncing off the snow, all 
it does is make your snow white. 

This isn't to say that when 
you are photographing in the 
snow, you should always dial 
in a Kelvin setting of 9,000. 
It's just that sometimes it 
takes that much adjustment 
to wrestle your blue channel 
back down to where you are 
actually recording detail in the 
snow.

If you have spent years using 
nothing but AWB and master-
ing your photography other-
wise, then you will probably 
have a bit of aversion to ev-
erything I am saying. Photog-
raphers travel to Yellowstone 
in the winter all the time and 
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When it comes to our red channels, it 
is often times the little areas like the 
beaks of these laughing gulls that give 
us trouble. Add the bright reflective red 
of the beak to a photograph that has a 
lot of blue in it, and we have a recipe for 
disaster when using auto white balance. 
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never adjust their white balance. 
Landscape photographers all over 
the world shoot sunsets and never 
worry about red channels. 

And I would argue that photogra-
phers screw up everything techni-
cal in their photographs regularly 
no matter where or what they are 
photographing. 

This stuff about AWB is one of 
the nuances of digital photogra-
phy that not everyone has come to 
wrap their minds around just yet. 
It's a bit like "exposing to the right." 
Or, understanding that all the noise 
in your photograph has more to do 
with sloppy exposure than it does 
the ISO you are shooting with. Just 
because it's not something you 
have noticed before, doesn't mean 
it's not a problem. Sort of like: just 
because a ball doesn't roll across 
the floor of your house, that doesn't 
mean the world is flat. 

The funny thing is, when digital 
photography was introduced, this 
didn't change the way people pho-
tographed. People still underex-
posed their images by 1/3 – 1 full 
stop to increase the saturation of 
colors. People were scared to use 

ISO over 400 because the film be-
came awfully grainy at 800 ASA. 
People fretted over dynamic range 
because they were used to only 
being able to record 5 stops of dy-
namic range. WTF is a histogram? 
Instead of learning Photoshop, 
people created elitist mythologies 
about how it was a bastardization 
of photography – ignoring that 
some people said the same thing 
about 35mm photography, or col-
or photography, and the fact that 
fine art black and white photog-
raphers had always worked in the 
darkroom. 

Some of these "old ideas" died 
out quickly, others continue to lin-
ger on. 

White balance is one of those 
things that takes a bit of time to 
"unlearn." 

So how do we stop messing up 
our white balance and blowing out 
color channels? 

The first step is properly setting 
up your playback options on the 
camera. 

You need to set your camera up 
so that you can actually see the red, 
green, and blue channels. And this 
means accessing your RGB histo-
gram. 

Break out the old manual, which 
you have probably never looked at, 
and set up your playback to display 
RGB histograms. Once you have 
created a photograph, you can then 
hit the play button on the back of 
your camera and cycle through the 
different windows until the RGB 
comes up. 

I know, I know. . . why don't I just 
tell you how to do it, instead of mak-
ing you look it up? 

Back when things were just Nikon 
and Canon, that was simple. Now, 
it's Nikon and Canon DSLR, Nikon 
and Canon mirrorless, Sony, Olym-
pus, Fuji, Pentax, Leica, Panasonic, 
etc. I think you get the picture here. 

So, let’s just move pass this. 

Reading the RGB histogram is just 
like reading your luminance histo-
gram. Yes, the luminance histogram 
is the name of the "histogram" you 
usually think of. And just like your 
luminance histogram, if the infor-

mation on the graph touches the 
right side of the histogram, you are 
"clipping" the channel and losing 
information in that color. 

But before you go adjusting your 
white balance, you must first make 
sure your exposure is correct. This 
ALWAYS comes first. Get your lu-
minance histogram right FIRST. If 
you are overexposed, then natural-
ly, you are going to clip at least one 
of the color channels.

From there, simply look at the 
RGB histograms. 

If you are not overexposed, to be-
gin with, you will most likely not be 
overexposed with your green chan-
nel. The green channel always fol-
lows the luminance histogram very 
closely. Remember, we have twice 
as many green filters in the Bayer 
array filter than red and blue. Our 
cameras are fantastically accurate 
at handling greens. In fact, I have 
never seen a situation where the 
green was clipped without the lu-
minance clipping as well. 
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TOP LEFT: As a quick example of how 
different the luminance and the RGB his-
tograms can be, I took a quick photo of 
an out of focus incandescent bulb with 
my Nikon D5. The first photograph is of 
the luminance histogram, which as you 
can see here shows that the photograph 
was properly exposed. 

BOTTOM LEFT: However, when I scroll 
over to the RGB histogram you will no-
tice that the red channel is in fact blown 
out. The black on the bulb itself in this 
second photo indicates the “highlight 
aware” feature is turned on – otherwise 
known as “blinkies.” 

This is important to note. The “blinkies” 
are registering that the image is over-
exposed. But the luminance histogram 
is showing that it’s properly exposed. 

If you were to only look at the highlight 
aware feature, then you would be inclined 
to reduce the exposure down until the 
blinkies went away. But the ISO / aper-
ture / shutter speed is not the problem 
– the white balance is. And to fix this, we 
lower the Kelvin. 

BOTTOM RIGHT: In the first photo, you will 
notice that the WB is set to Kelvin 5800 
– essentially daylight. By leaving the ex-
posure exactly where it is and reducing 
the WB down to Kelvin 3030 however, the 
problem is solved.
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 Unedited. When we juxtapose the shad-
ows next to warmer colored sagebrush, 
the blue light suddenly stands out prom-
inently. 
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TOP RIGHT: While photographing this 
screech owl nest, I had my white balance 
set for the low light of the forest under 
heavy overcast skies.

BOTTOM LEFT: Just before sunset, the 
clouds parted on the western horizon 
and suddenly the cavity of the tree was 
bathed with pink light that blew out my 
red channels. This is the photograph 
with the correct white balance dialed in 
to capture the pink light.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Almost as soon as the 
clouds filled in again, the male flew into 
the nest momentarily. If I had not had a 
white balance dialed in already for the 
pink light, I might have blown out my 
red channel when this guy suddenly ap-
peared and I would have missed this very 
important photograph for the magazine 
assignment I was working on.

So, this simplifies things. Red and 
Blue. That's all you have to worry 
about. 

If the red channel is clipping, re-
duce the Kelvin. 

If the blue channel is clipping, in-
crease the Kelvin. 

There is going to be a bit of a 
learning curve here. Once you get 
used to using/looking at the RGB 
histogram and adjusting your Kel-
vin setting, you will start to intuit 
what you should do with it to cor-
rect for the given light. 
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In the meantime, here is a basic 
rule of thumb:

Sunny conditions are roughly 
5500 Kelvin. We use this as a base-
line. If it's darker, cloudier, lots of 
blue, and you are clipping your blue 
channel, begin increasing the Kel-
vin from there. 

If your composition contains in-
tense red, orange, or yellow and 
you clipping your red channel, de-
crease the Kelvin below 5500. 

Usually, you will not run into a 
problem with color channels un-
less you are photographing in a 
situation with a lot of red or blue. 

However, there are definitely ex-
ceptions to the rule. 

Let's say that, in general, the light 
and color of the composition call 
for a slightly warmer tone, but there 
are areas with intense reds in them 
– such as a photograph of a cardi-
nal. The cardinal may only take up 
20% of the composition. AWB will 
try to set the color based upon the 
average of the photograph, howev-
er. This will cause you to clip the 
red channel on your cardinal and 
lose feather detail. 

Or, let's say you're at one of the 
South Texas bird photography 
ranches photographing from the 
pit blinds in front of a watering 
hole. The red clay around the rim 
of the watering hole is a tiny part of 
your composition. However, it's ef-
fortless to lose detail in it because 
your camera is attempting to make 
a white balance decision based 
upon the average of the scene. 

Understanding the nuances of 
color is one of those next-level 
steps you make as you progress 
as a photographer. 

Color is subjective. We do not all 
see color exactly the same way, as 
each carries an emotional reaction. 

Our cameras are imprecise about 
recording every color except those 
in the green part of the spectrum 
of light due to the Bayer array fil-
ters used. 

Color is light. So, just like you 
watch your luminance histogram 
(which is sort of an average of all 
three colors), you must watch your 
RGB histogram as well. If you can 
clip your whites, then you can also 
cut your reds or blues with similar 
bad results. 

Though thinking about white bal-
ance may at first since daunting, if 
you are used to shooting in AWB, it's 
really much simpler than it sounds. 
My clients on workshops to Yellow-
stone in the winter usually have it 
mastered the first day of "thinking 
about it." When the process is dis-
tilled down to understanding 5500 
Kelvin is a baseline, and then ad-
justing it up or down from there 
depending on what out red or blue 
channels are doing, it all becomes 
quite simple to keep up with. 

Auto white balance works just 
fine in many situations. But there 
are also plenty that it fails at, just 

like the other automatic modes in 
our cameras. It's this reason that 
my camera is always set to Kelvin 
white balance, just like my expo-
sure is still set to manual, taking 
the guesswork out -- this allows 
me finite control while removing 
variables. 

To master playing guitar, you 
must first learn to control your 
fingers and the reverberation of 
sound; to master landscape paint-
ing, you must first learn to control 
your hands, brush strokes, and the 
mixture of colors. 

To master photography, you must 
first learn to control the way your 
camera records light and color. 

“Understanding the nuances of color is 
one of those next-level steps you make 
as you progress as a photographer.
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Photo Blinds
GEAR SAVVY
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Spring is a captivating season for 
me. Life does not so much begin to 
grow around us as it does explode. 
From the darkness and death of 
winter, to a world seemingly made 
a new, bursting forth, and creating 
serious problems for me in trying 
to do office related work!

We actually get the name spring 
from the old English word springen, 
which meant “to leap forward” – 
similar to a spring in your step or 
a spring tide. Life leaps forward. 
Flowers push up. Buds open to 
reveal leaves. Baby everything is 
happening around us. Birds sing. 
Fox kits play. Butterflies feast on 
the nectar of flowers. I love all sea-
sons. But this may be my favorite. 

Like many photographers, I start 
focusing in on babies this time of 
the year. Whether it’s woodpecker 
nests, black bear sows who are be-
ginning to bring their cubs of the 
year out and about, or newborn 
foals of wild horses, this is our 
short window of time each year to 
create photographs of life reborn. 

But photographing the offspring 
of animals can be dicey. 

This is a sensitive time of the year 
and animals go to great lengths to 
try and both hide and protect their 
genetic investment in the future. 

Nesting sites are easily disturbed. 
Dens are abandoned if they don’t 
feel safe and secluded. And then 
there is always the possibility of 
attracting unwanted attention of 

predators to the area. Did you leave 
an apple core on the ground when 
you were hanging out photograph-
ing those barred owl chicks in a 
nest? Is that apple core going to 
lure in racoons that also happen to 
be nest raiders? 

So, when we are working around 
places that animals go to great 
lengths to protect for the safety 
of their offspring, we need to be 

on our absolute best behavior. We 
need to study the subject we are 
photographing, take our time in ap-
proach, and gauge how our pres-
ence is causing animals to react. 

Leading wildlife photography 
workshops around the world has 
taught me one very important les-
son about wildlife photographers 
– most are completely unaware 
of how to approach and behave 

Two young red fox kits lounge around on 
the front porch of their den site. 
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These are the same two fox kits from the 
previous page several weeks prior. By 
establishing a blind, I was able to spend 
nearly a month working with and photo-
graphing this family of foxes.
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around animals. That’s bad enough 
it it’s a potentially flighty animal in 
the open. But what happens when 
it’s around a fox den? 

Foxes tend to have multiple den 
sites set up and ready to go – just 
in case. If predators like coyotes 
or domestic dogs start snooping 
around, or humans get too close 
to unhabituated adults, rest assure 
those foxes are going to relocate 
their kits someplace else. 

It’s for this reason that anytime 
I find myself working a sensitive 
situation like a den, I setup a blind 
(or “hide”). Whether it’s fox dens or 
sage grouse leks, working from a 
blind not only helps to put animals 
at ease, it also makes your job eas-
ier. 

Of course, you can make a blind 
out of brush you pick up in the sur-
rounding area. But I’m usually try-
ing to minimize my impact in the 
area to begin with, so I usually opt 
for a “popup” blind that I bring in 
and quickly set up. 

The hunting world is overflowing 
with portable blinds that you can 
buy. However, not all are created 
equally in terms of ease of use 

and roominess inside. And when 
it comes to the specific needs of 
photographers, there is not a sin-
gle one I have seen which doesn’t 
require some sort of modification. 

I favorite of mine has always been 
what’s called the Doghouse Blind 
made by Ameristep. These set up 
in seconds and have LOTS of room 
inside. I can put a chair in there, a 
full-size camera bag, have my cof-
fee, a book, and even a small cool-
er with food if I am planning on 
spending many hours inside. 

Although I have been using the 
Doghouse for many years, and 
have recommended it to hundreds 
of photographers over that time, 
the one catch in using this setup 
was the height of the window from 
which to shoot out of. Your only op-
tion is about 1 meter off the ground. 

In some situations, this is just 
fine. Photographing a fox den in 
the sand dunes was never a prob-
lem for me because the den site 
always tended to be halfway up a 
dune anyways. So, even with my 
lens setup a meter high, I was still 
below eye level. 

This isn’t always acceptable 

though. Sometimes, for some spe-
cies, or some situations, you need 
to be lower. To overcome this, I 
would cut a slit near the bottom 
of the blind, sew the edges up so 
they wouldn’t fray, and then attach 
a piece of camo netting over the in-
side to help conceal my camera and 
movements. When the blind only 
costs $50 to begin with, I wasn’t too 
worried about messing it up. But 
this was annoying and quite often 
a blind wouldn’t last but a year for 
me. 

The other issue here was what it 
took for me to contort myself in the 
bottom of the blind to be able to 
shoot from the ground level hole. 

I’m 6’3. These blinds are 50 inches 
x 50 inches. That meant I needed 

to lay in a fetal position in the bot-
tom of the blind behind my camera 
or keep a back door partially open 
at the bottom with my legs hang-
ing out. As a wildlife photographer 
though, I was used to making com-
promises in comfort for my art-
work. 

But then I discovered a company 
called Tragopan. 

Tragopan Blinds are specifically 
designed for photographers. This 
company has taken several differ-
ent popular styles of hunting blinds 
and manufactured them specifical-
ly for the use of wildlife photogra-
phy. 

When the company first came 
out, simple ground blinds sold for 

The Grouse Photography Blind

https://photographyblinds.com/collections/grouse-v/products/tragopan-v-plus
https://photographyblinds.com/collections/grouse-v/products/tragopan-v-plus
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To get low angle eye level photos like this, 
your lens must be on the ground. This is 
where using a purpose-built photo blind 
comes into play. 
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Photographing greater sage grouse would 
be next to impossible without the use of a 
blind. In fact, when working a grouse lek, 
you must enter the blind several hours 
before sunrise. The birds arrive around 
sunset and dance all through the night. 
When you walk into a blind, everything 
will go silent for half an hour or so but 
then picks back up again. If you show up 
when there is enough light for the birds 
to see you, more often than not, they will 
simply fly away and not return until that 
night. 
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over $300. This was a tough sell 
to me. To properly use a blind in 
many situations, you have to set it 
up days before you plan to actually 
use it so animals acclimate to the 
new “thing” in their environment. In 
some places this isn’t a problem. 
But in others, the blind is likely to 
be discovered by people and either 
stolen or damaged. I bought one to 
try it out, but was always cautious 
of using it and quite hated it really 
because it was so damn small. 

But now, prices are half of what 
they use to be and the diversity 
of blinds they sell make them far 
more functional. So, I own and use 
two different models regularly. 

The Grouse Photography Blind

This blind is nothing more than 
the good old Ameristep Doghouse 
blind that I have always used. It 
sets up in seconds. Its roomy. And 
Tragopan went ahead and did all 
the custom modifications for me 
with shooting holes at the bot-
tom and adding additional netting 
all around inside to help conceal 
movements and keep holes open 
only large enough for a lens. 

These are retailing for $169. 

Yes, this is 3 times what the Dog-
house blind costs from Cabelas or 
Amazon. But, not having to spend 
hours customizing the blind myself 
– and potentially messing it up in 
the process – is more than worth 
it to me. 

Since this is fundamentally a Dog-
house, the material is nylon and the 
option to shoot both low and high 
allows me the freedom to setup the 
whole thing up on dry land or in 3 
feet of water. 

The Hokki Ground Photography 
Blind 

This is a unique setup that actual-
ly comes in two pieces but allows 
you to lay comfortably and com-
pletely concealed for ground level 
photography. Setup takes a cou-
ple minutes and there are various 
parts to keep up with, but when you 
need to be at ground level like this 
the only other option is a hot and 
heavy ghillie suit. 

For those of you who have done 
any backpacking in your life, the 

Hokki will look a lot like a small one-
man tent. You have enough room 
to move around in it, but there is 
no way a second person is getting 
in with you. 

For some folks, laying flat behind 
a camera is difficult. So, I would 
recommend experimenting in the 
backyard with laying sideways. 
There are shooting windows on 3 
sides of the Hokki. You can easi-
ly throw a ground pad in here, like 
you would use when camping, and 
even a pillow. Then, angled off to 
the side will give you a more com-
fortable position to work from. Add 
to this the benefits of hybrid AF sys-
tems in mirrorless cameras where 
you can work off the LCD screen on 

The Hokki Ground Photography Blind
Watch the Youtube Video

https://photographyblinds.com/collections/hokki-ground-blind/products/hokki-ground-blind
https://photographyblinds.com/collections/hokki-ground-blind/products/hokki-ground-blind
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfm42Su9pW4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfm42Su9pW4&feature=youtu.be
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the back of the camera instead of 
the viewfinder, and the whole thing 
becomes much more civilized and 
comfortable for those who have 
trouble working at ground level.

This blind retails for $189

Setup

Unless I am working at the edge 
of a marsh or small body of water 
where I plan to photograph what-
ever happens to come floating or 
flying by, I set up my blinds days in 
advance. 

We are using blinds like these 
specifically to keep animals at ease 
while we work. We want to be close 
enough to photograph and we also 
need to be able to move around a 
bit behind our cameras without 
having to worry about scaring ev-
erything away. 

When working a fox den, for in-
stance, my typical routine is to set 
up a blind in such a way where it 
can be seen by the foxes from the 
den, but it’s much too far away 
to actually photograph from. The 
idea here is I want to introduce the 
blind slowly. From a distance, the 
animals get used to seeing it for 2 

or 3 days and become acclimated 
to its presence. 

Then, after allowing it to sit like 
this, I move it into position trying to 
push up against a tree or back into 
some brush if possible. The reason 
for doing this is so that when the 
foxes come out of the den they ar-
en’t suddenly confronted with this 
large and imposing blind suddenly 
sitting in front of them. 

Once in place, I leave the blind for 
3 days without coming anywhere 
near it. 

All of this is done at a time when 
the animals would not otherwise be 
out of the den or moving around – 
that is to say, smack in the middle 
of the day. 

After 3 days of letting the blind 
sit in its final location, I will then 
sneak into the blind while it’s still 
completely dark outside if it’s a 
morning shoot or midday if it’s an 
afternoon location. I do this in or-
der to ensure the kits are not out yet 
and mom isn’t sitting nearby keep-
ing watch. When it’s dark, if anyone 
is out of the den, it’s because they 
are out hunting. So, I can take ad-
vantage of this window to slip into 

place and get setup while minimiz-
ing the chance of being seen. If it’s 
in the middle of the day, well, we are 
typically the only mammals stupid 
enough to be out and about during 
the hot hours. 

Once inside, I don’t come out until 
everyone disappears on their own: 
either come midday or after sun-
set – depending on when I climbed 
into the blind. 

Every step of the process is done 
in such a way so as to minimize my 
impact on the site, keep the animals 
at ease, and conceal my presence 
to the best of my ability. 

Remember you probably stink

Foxes are canines and, like your 
family dog, their sense of smell is 
the stuff of legend. For this reason, 
your smelliness should be taken 
into consideration here as well. 
When I am photographing some-
thing like a sage grouse lek, I don’t 
worry about my scent so much. I 
wear what I want and bring coffee 
or food into the blind with me. When 
I am photographing a fox or coyote 
den, however, things are different. 

Humans stink. But not neces-

sarily because we haven’t bathed. 
Believe it or not, it’s more often all 
the smelly stuff humans put on 
ourselves that gives our presence 
away. Shampoo, deodorant, co-
logne, shaving cream, washing de-
tergent, and fabric softeners are 
the big ones. 

Personally, I only ever use no-sent 
hypoallergenic detergents and 
soaps for this reason. But when 
I am going to be working from a 
blind, I take the added step of hand 
washing the clothing I will be wear-
ing in clean cold water with baking 
soda to remove scents and mask 
my odor before hanging the cloths 
up to air dry. If temps are cold, I 
don’t wash those clothes again 
and keep them just for working in 
the blind. If temps are warm and I 
am sweating in the blind, I rewash 
by hand with cold water and bak-
ing soda daily. 

Using blinds (or hides) for wild-
life photography opens up a whole 
new world of possibilities. You can 
sit at fox dens and photograph for 
weeks on end. You can set up at the 
edge of the water (or in the water 
for that matter) to capture photos 
of birds you never thought possible 
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A family of red foxes sits atop the dunes 
on the Outer Banks in beautiful afternoon 
light. 

before. You can sit right next to a 
lek where hundreds of greater sage 
grouse come in to dance and pho-
tograph until you fill every memory 
card you brought with you. 

Not all situations are suitable for 
a blind of course. But if it is, adding 

one of these accessories to your 
bag of tricks can be game chang-
ing for your wildlife photography.
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A bald eagle flies above the James River 
near downtown Richmond, Virginia.

Photography
URBAN WILDLIFE
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photograph bald eagles. Like a 
bear or a wolf, we tend to con-
jure up images of far off and 
distant places when we think 
of these birds. Yet here I am, 
with quick and easy access to 
a Starbucks for coffee, REI if I 
decide my North Face gloves 
aren’t cutting it, and Scott’s Ad-
dition to get lost in a labyrinth 
of breweries and hip eateries 
when I get off the water. 

Wildlife is everywhere. It’s in 
suburban woodlots. City parks. 
Graveyards. Cattail lined ditch 
banks. Municipal retention 
ponds. The tree growing in your 
backyard and the tree growing 
in Brooklyn. Animals are in the 
hedgerow along your property and 
lining every river coursing through 
downtowns around the globe. The 
fact of the matter is that with a little 
“green space,” animals will take up 
shop and go about their lives right 
under our noses. 

Let’s face it, in times of pandemics 
and travel restrictions and uncer-
tainty, urban wildlife photography 
is about the best show in town for 
allowing us to get out of the house 

Standing on the deck of an old 
pontoon boat, I’m floating down 
the James River wholly enveloped 
in the story of America. A short 
jaunt down river from where I am 
is the settlement of Jamestown, 
where a little corporation from En-
gland would send wave after wave 
of people beginning in 1607. They 
never meant to accidently create a 
new country, they were just hoping 
some of the people would survive 
and produce a profit. But such is the 
law of unintended consequences. 

In the other direction, and just 
on the horizon, is all of downtown 
Richmond, Virginia. Once the cap-
ital city of the Powhattan tribe (of 
Pocahontas fame), some rebel 
rouser by the name of Patrick Henry 
would one day stir the pot of revo-
lutionary zeal in a little church here 
when he shouted, “give me liberty 
or give me death.” Never a place to 
be outdone by its own history, Rich-
mond soon thereafter took up as 
capital of the Confederacy during 
the Civil War, for which a seemingly 
endless display of monolithic stat-
ues nervously refuses to allow one 
to forget today. 

To my right, some 50 yards away, 

is the exposed remnants of a dock 
where George Washington himself 
stood as he waited for a ferry to 
cross this muddy river during the 
revolution. And directly in front of 
the boat, with a large shad grasped 
in its talons, is a bird that posterity 
will forever misremember Benja-
min Franklin protesting as the sym-
bol of a nation because of a sim-
ple letter he wrote to his daughter 
suggesting that the “Bald Eagle...is 
a Bird of bad moral Character. He 
does not get his Living honestly…
[and] is too lazy to fish for himself.”

As for me, I just so happen to be 
floating down this river of history 
for the purpose of photographing 
this “Bird of bad moral Character.”

The whole thing seems rather 
improbable to be honest. I’m right 
next to a major city, the capital of 
Virginia no less. A high-rise bridge 
spans the river just behind me, four 
lanes of traffic they call I-295. And 
yet, I have already filled one XQD 
memory card this morning with 
photographs of bald eagles. 

For many, this national bird is a 
symbol of wilderness. Photogra-
phers from around the world travel 
to Alaska this time of year just to 

with camera in hand. But make no 
mistake here. This is serious wild-
life photography. Though working 
close to home may not satisfy the 
wanderlust that most of us expe-
rience, it does have the potential 
to fill your memory cards with ex-
traordinary photographs. You just 
have to be willing to do a little more 
work. 

These birds have made an incredible 
comeback since DDT and are now one of 
the more common species of raptors to 
see around lakes and rivers in urban en-
vironments.
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Barred owls, for instance, have be-
come something of a poster child 
for urban wildlife and photography. 
As large owls that need large cav-
ities in old trees to nest, much of 
the necessary habitat they depend 
upon has been clear cut in the wild. 
But in cities, where trees have been 
allowed to grow to a hundred years 
lining boulevards, surrounding old-
er estates, and sitting in parks that 
towns have maintained for many 
decades, these birds are discov-
ering a whole new niche. In fact, 
so directly associated have barred 
owls become with our towns and 
cities, human development has al-
lowed this species to spread out of 
its normal swampy southeastern 
haunts clear across the otherwise 
treeless plains and prairies to the 
shores of the Pacific Ocean.  

When it comes to finding and 

photographing wildlife, apps 
like e-bird are opening up whole 
new worlds. As a lone set of 
eyes, you can discover opportu-
nities all around you. But when 
you suddenly find yourself part 
of a community, something of a 
virtual army of people who are 
excited to share the beauty and 
diversity of life around them, you 

may very well find yourself swim-
ming in more wildlife subjects than 
you know what to do with. 

The urban and suburban world is 
a unique ecosystem, complete with 
winners and losers, predators and 
prey. We have set about sculpting 
these worlds to our specific needs 
and wants.  Though so much of how 
we shape our communities takes 
on a strong degree of artificiality, 
at the root of it all, especially in re-
gard to the aesthetics we create, 
we are driven by our own subcon-
scious association with our ances-
tral birthplace as a species. 

Harvard biologist Edward O. Wil-
son wrote at great length about 
this in his seminal work Biophilia. 
All animals have a natural habitat 
where they belong. And though hu-
mans developed the tools, cloth-

ing, and fire wielding capabilities 
to encompass the globe, our spe-
cies finds a distinct and undeniable 
yearning and love for that original 
landscape. 

Studies on people’s reactions to 
landscape paintings are universal 
and transcend both culture and so 
called Eastern and Western civi-
lizations. Open forests with park 
like settings, elevated views with 
distant mountains and meander-
ing rivers below – the love of these 
landscapes, anthropologists and 
psychologists argue, can be traced 
back to the Great Rift Valley. 

Though we do not build moun-
tains, we do create rivers and 
streams and ponds and lakes for 
aesthetic purposes, and then open 
forests up into manmade savannas 
and call them parks where people 
go to find peace and pleasure in 
the outdoors. We create “lawns” 
around our houses, grasslands re-
ally with widely spaces trees, that 
are savannas in miniature. 

And all the while building an arti-
ficial ecosystem for ourselves that 
loosely resembles that original 
homeland, we create a landscape 

that also meets the needs of other 
species as well. 

We tend not to look at ourselves 
as ecological engineers, but in our 
own perverse way that is what we 
are. With the never-ending parade 
of doom and gloom, the litany of 
new species driven to extinction, 
climate change, toxic spills, tro-
phy hunting, deforestation, ocean 
acidification, etc., it can be a chal-
lenge to see ourselves as anything 
but one of the four horseman of 
the apocalypse . . . “behold a pale 
horse: and his name that sat on him 
was Death, and Hell followed with 
him.”

Yet, despite the catastrophic im-
pact our civilization has had upon 
this world, some life has in fact 
adapted to the machine and de-
veloped a precarious coexistence 
with us in the new world we have 
created. 

Our human habitats so brim with 
wildlife today that it has sparked 
new fields in the study of natural 
sciences. We have researchers 
working within suburban and urban 
areas around the world carrying ti-

“We tend not to 
look at ourselves as 
ecological engineers, 
but in our own way 
that is what we are.
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This barred owl was hanging out in a cy-
press tree fishing for crawdads next to 
a popular boardwalk where people regu-
larly passed by. 
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Given the manicured nature of the sports 
complex where this family of burrowing 
owls lived, I waited until the chicks were 
underground and set a branch next to the 
nest. In wilder settings, these owls would 
choose sites that were next to perches 
like this in order to give the parents a 
lookout above the surrounding grass. In 
this instance, however, it gave the babies 
something to play on. 

tles like Urban Wildlife Biologist 
and Urban Ecologist now. And this 
isn’t just about studying backyard 
birds. 

For some, a simple glance out the 
window of their home is all it might 
take to connect the dots. For others, 
you might have to take a step back 
and picture a map of your commu-
nity. Are their woodlots near you? 
Perhaps an undeveloped track of 
land with tall trees that sits be-
tween neighborhoods? Maybe the 
place has been set aside as a park 
with a few hiking trails, or the town 
has re-labeled it as an arboretum?

Legitimate stands of forest, even 
very small ones, with underbrush 
and all the beautiful chaos of na-
ture come to serve as havens for 
urban and suburban wildlife. They 
are the nucleus of the ecosystem 
that everything from foxes to deer 

to bears depend upon for their sur-
vival next to us. 

Some communities have em-
braced the concept of urban wild-
life while others have stood starkly 
opposed to the idea of sharing this 
world with any other living thing. 
Florida is a good example of this. 

The Everglades was one of the 

most important wetlands on the 
entire planet, comparable with 
the Pantanal and the Okavango. 
But Florida set about draining and 
ditching and creating 1400 miles 
of canals across the southern third 
of the state to rid themselves of 
the burden of Pa-Hay-Okee, as the 
Calusa called it. Where there was 
once a 100-mile-long and 60-mile-

wide “river of grass” (the greatest 
ecological treasures on our conti-
nent), the vast majority is now ag-
ricultural fields. 

Continued on page 47
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The Rocky Mountain Arsenal 
National Wildlife Refuge, is for all 
intents and purposes, an urban 
wildlife refuge. The Denver skyline 
dominates the western horizon. 
The international airport sits along 
its eastern border. The place is 
hemmed in on the north by I-76. To 
the south, I-70. A sprawling sports 
complex lies across the street from 
its main entrance.

Despite the air traffic overhead, 
despite the skyscrapers obscuring 
the backdrop of the Front Range, 
despite the litany of people out rec-
reating, this is one of my all-time 
favorite places to photograph mule 
deer in the rut. 

Rocky Mountain Arsenal, as most 
call it, is the perfect example of how 
great wildlife photography can be 
in an urban environment. All it took 
was setting aside a little bit of land 
and telling people not to shoot any-
thing. 

Despite Denver being one of the 
fastest growing cities in the coun-
try, the Arsenal is a wildlife pho-

tography oasis in the middle 
of suburban sprawl. Mule deer, 
whitetails, burrowing owls, 
prairie dogs, critically endan-
gered black-footed ferrets, 
great horned owls, bald eagles, 
and so much more can be pho-
tographed here. Chances are, 
you have a place nearby where 
deer are safe from hunting and 
have completely acclimated to 
your community’s presence. 
Maybe it’s a park. Maybe it’s a 
neighborhood. Ask around, and 
you’ll find people talking about 
“all those deer” in their neigh-
borhood. 

Mule Deer
URBAN PROFILE
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Yellow headed blackbirds are one of 
my favorite marshland songbirds. Like 
their cousin the red winged blackbird, 
they can be found in cattail marshes 
and are easily approached in the spring 
when found in locations with lots of hu-
man traffic such as city parks. 

Today, the mentality of Florida 
and its suburban sprawl takes a 
different view of wetlands and wild-
life. Some of the best bird photog-
raphy hotspots in the state are all 
in man-made features designed to 
be both functional to their respec-
tive communities AND to wildlife. 

Wakodahatchee is nothing more 
than a municipal retention pond. 
The famous Viera Wetlands is ac-
tually a water treatment plant. Ven-
ice Rookery was a barrow pit with 
a little island left in the middle and 

the whole thing is squeezed be-
tween the Highway Patrol office 
and a trailer park. Celery Fields, as 
the name implies, is all reclaimed 
agricultural land turned into a rec-
reational park that’s now a bird pho-
tography destination unto itself. 
My favorite rookery in the state sits 
smack in the middle of the city of 
St. Augustine. Almost every pho-
tograph you have seen of nesting 
sandhill cranes in Florida are in re-
tention ponds surrounded by Mc-
Mansions in a “planned commu-
nity” at the edge of Sarasota. And 
easily 75% of the photographs you 
see of Florida burrowing owls are 
created on a handful of undevel-

oped lots surrounding the Cape 
Coral Public Library. 

Florida is a land of perplexing 
dualities like this. Every day, it 
would seem, a new golf course 
is plotted out or a new “planned 
community” is approved. The 
sprawl here, with perfectly man-
icured and poisoned lawns, 
may be the worst in the United 
States. And yet, I know of no oth-
er place where more people and 
communities are also actively 
trying to integrate the natural 
world into their own on a daily 
basis. Though no one wants to 
admit it, truth be told, Florida is 
actually an urban wildlife pho-
tography destination. Very few 
photographers ever brave the 
truly wild places in this beauti-
ful state.  

Finding and photographing 
wildlife in your own communi-
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Competition is high amongst yellow 
headed blackbirds. When you find a stand 
of abirds, you can often spend an en-
tire morning or afternoon filling memory 
cards with images of them.
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ty will most likely take some work 
on your part. That is, of course, un-
less you live in Florida. You have to 
begin by understanding where and 
why you might find animals in the 
first place. What are their needs in 
your community? How do they find 
refuge from the chaos and com-

motion of the machine we call civ-
ilization? 

Think: Maslow’s Hierarchy of 
Needs here. 

If this sounds daunting, don’t wor-
ry. Getting started, we can simplify 
things down considerably. 

Think about your own biological 
needs for a moment. Food. Water. 
Shelter. Sex. 

Of these 4 necessities for life, 
which one can we go the longest 
without? Which one can we not go 

without for even a short while? 

Water is key when you are first 
trying to find animals to photo-
graph in a suburban or urban set-
ting. Water is life. Waterways are 
corridors. Water becomes a singu-
lar thing that lures in animals from 
all across an ecosystem. 

But not all water is created equal 
in terms of helping you find and 
photograph animals. 

More often than not, larger bod-
ies of water are more difficult to 
work than smaller sources of wa-
ter. Lakes and rivers are great for 
finding bald eagles, for instance. 
But the usable habitat for most spe-
cies that are not aquatic is limited 
to the fringe of the lake. A large lake 
means a whole lot of fringe habi-
tat to survey. There will be a lot of 
wildlife there, but also a lot of land-
scape for you to cover. A smaller 
source of water means life is more 
concentrated, which gives you as a 
wildlife photographer more “bang 
for your buck.” And the scarcer the 
water is otherwise, the greater the 
concentration of life there will be. 

In Montana, riparian habitat (the 
lush edges of streams and rivers) 

makes up only 1% of this state the 
size of the entire Mid-Atlantic re-
gion of the United States. However, 
80% of all the wildlife in Montana 
depends upon this habitat for sur-
vival. 

In other words: 80% of all the wild-
life in Montana can be found in just 
1% of the state.

Likewise, the success of all those 
South Texas bird photography 
ranches has less to do with the bi-
ological diversity of the Tamalupan 
brushland habitat than it does the 
water features that ranch owners 
build to lure in wildlife. Away from 
the riparian habitat of the actual 
Rio Grande, water is all but non-ex-
istent. Animals will travel miles in a 
single day for a sip of water. These 
ranch owners understood this and 
have built series of small 10-15 foot 
diameter ponds they can keep filled 
at all times with permanent blinds 
set up in front of them. Though the 
photographs that come out of these 
places tend to be of birds lured to 
perches with food, it’s actually the 
water that brings in the birds. Re-
move the ponds and the bird activ-
ity would completely disappear. 

Want to find animals? Simply learn what 
the eat at any given time of the year. Black 
bears love berries. And when you find 
a dense stand of hawthorn berries, you 
can be sure that there are more than a 
few black bears out there that also know 
about it – even if it is in a suburban park. 
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Songbirds make for endless photograph-
ic opportunities if one sets up a small 
feeding station and a blind in their own 
backyard. 
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This photograph of a redhead duck is 
difficult to create under normal circum-
stances. However, in Cambridge Mary-
land, people have been throwing corn 
ducks at the end of one particular street 
for 75 years. Because ducks know this 
particular location is safe, and there is 
food, a photographer can climb into the 
water wearing a pair of waders in the win-
ter time and photograph this otherwise 
nearly impossible species at eye level. 
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Back in my hometown of Boze-
man, Montana, water is scarce out-
side of a few creeks and a river that 
runs through the large and sweep-
ing Gallatin Valley. One of the pub-
lic parks on the north side of town 
is wedged between interstate 90 
and one such creek. And because 
of the general scarcity of water in 
the region, this place is an absolute 
oasis for bird photography.

The creek itself is lined with choke 
cherries and impenetrable stands 
of willow. Beside the creek are two 
ponds ringed with dense stands 
of cattails and a figure-8 shaped 
trail threading around ponds that 
supplies young mothers pushing 
strollers the opportunity to get out 
and recreate. Despite the strollers 
and joggers and dog walkers, I have 
never found a better place to pho-
tograph marsh birds such as the 
yellow-headed blackbird. 

But this little park holds so much 
more wildlife than this. I have seen 
black bears moving in and out of the 
tunnels in the willows. I’ve spotted 
coyotes mousing in the open field 
beside the ponds.

I’ve  watched  moose  work their 

way up and down the creek munch-
ing on the nitrogen rich spring 
growth of the willows and com-
pletely hidden from anyone not will-
ing to figure out how to get to the 
edge of the creek. Most days you 
will find white pelicans loafing 30 
feet from the trail. And best of all, 
because this is a heavily trafficked 
public park, the birds and mammals 
here are so used to seeing people, 
they don’t even flinch when I setup 
to photograph them.

This is not a uniquely Bozeman 
experience though. Similar situa-
tions unfold in every suburb and 
city across the world. Creeks, cat-
tail lined ditches, ponds ringed with 
native vegetation, small swampy 
areas, and little stands of marsh 
will all produce countless oppor-
tunities for wildlife photographers 
searching for photographs in the 
urban or suburban environment. 

One of the benefits that many 
wildlife photographers have dis-
covered about photographing in-
side of National Parks is the relative 
habituation of animals to people. 
Remove humans as being a threat 
to survival, i.e. no hunting or trap-

ping, give it a couple generations, 
and you generally find an ecosys-
tem content to look at you like any 
other animal in their world – albeit 
noisier and smellier. 

In many ways, this is similar to 
the urban or suburban ecosystem. 
Although artifacts of our world 
such as skyscrapers and vehicles 
and pesticides pose a grave risk 
for many species, there is not a di-
rect association with us and these 
agents of death. Find a screech owl 
sitting at the edge of its nesting 
cavity in a truly wild place, and the 
bird will often disappear when you 
are within 50 meters of the nest. 
Find the same species of owl at the 
edge of a public park, and you can 
walk right up to the tree it’s sitting 
in. 

This habituation may be one the 
of the best things going for pho-
tographing in your own backyard 
– and by backyard I mean local 
community. One of the biggest 

frustrations for many wildlife pho-
tographers, especially as they are 
starting out, is learning to find and 
approach subjects. Wandering 
through the woods at random will 
do wonders for your psychological 
health, but is often a lesson in frus-
tration and futility when it comes to 
wildlife photography. 

Having access to subjects who 
are acclimated to humanity simpli-
fies everything. I am able to stand 
20 feet from a yellow-headed black-
bird with my 600mm lens at a public 
park in Bozeman.  I can approach 
a barred owl perched on a cypress 
tree next to a popular boardwalk 
outside Charleston, South Caroli-
na while she hunts for crayfish be-
low. I can fill the frame with a great 
egret in nuptial breeding plumage 
using a 70-20mm lens in the heart 
of St. Augustine, Florida. In these 
settings, humans are understood 
to be as benign as any other spe-
cies moving about the world. 

Continued on page 55

“Having access to subjects who 
are acclimated to humanity 
simplifies everything. 
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When it comes to urban and sub-
urban wildlife, most people think 
of birds. This stands to reason, of 
course: birdwatching is a $41 bil-
lion a year business. Much of this is 
spent on bird feeders and bird seed 
around the country. Walk through 
the backyards of just about any 
suburban neighborhood and you’re 
likely to find 30% of the houses (or 
more) having some sort of feeder 
set up. 

But when it comes to nesting 
woodpeckers, or really any bird for 
that matter, things are a little more 
complex. Although species like the 
downy and hairy woodpecker read-
ily come to suet feeders in back-
yards, other species like the pileat-
ed and endangered red-cockaded 
woodpeckers can really only be 
photographed in the forest – or at 
the edge of one anyways. Have an 
undeveloped lot nearby with trees 
on it? You probably have wood-
peckers. Is there a natural green-
space in your area? It almost cer-
tainly has nesting cavities. 

A bird’s nest or nesting cavity is a 
sensitive place. Animals are often 
very secretive about where they 
raise their young for good reason. 
They don’t tend to appreciate pho-
tographers setting up tripods and 
standing around in front of them. 
That is unless they are well habitu-
ated to people to begin with. 

The pileated woodpecker fea-
tured here was photographed on 
an undeveloped lot at the end of a 
cul-de-sac in a neighborhood. The 
red-cockaded was photographed 
on a little dirt road directly behind 
a neighborhood where I could see 
kids jumping on trampolines only 
100 meters away. Furthermore, 
both of these photographs of 
woodpeckers were created while 
standing on the roof of my vehicle 
in order to get me closer to eye lev-
el with the nesting cavities. 

I chose to showcase these two 
species here for a reason: they are 
not the easiest to find and photo-
graph. The pileated requires large 

Woodpeckers
URBAN PROFILE
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territories, has a very low popula-
tion density, and is notoriously wary 
of people. The red-cockaded is an 
endangered species. These are not 
your typical “ backyard” birds. And 
yet, with a little bit of reconnais-
sance work on my part, I was able 
to find nests where the birds were 
quite used to people and readily ac-
cepted me standing on the roof of 
an SUV to photograph them com-
ing to and from their nesting cavi-
ties.  
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When you show your face and an-
imals take off running, you know 
you are dealing with populations 
of wildlife that have learned to fear 
humans intensely. 

Away from the National Parks 
in Montana, I can watch a grizzly 
through binoculars dig roots on a 
hillside a 100 meters away from a 
grazing herd of elk. But if I were to 
walk up that same hillside, those elk 
would instantly flee into the forest. 
And if I approach upwind, as soon 
as that grizzly picks up my sent, 
she too will run away. 

What have these animals expe-
rienced to create such an over-
whelming fear of us?

This isn’t a typical response to a 
predator. Potential predators are al-
ways about their business. Wolves 
and elk share the same valley and 
the elk continue to return every 
year. Snow geese will feed 50 me-
ters from a bald eagle perched in a 
tree. Big fish eat little fish, yet both 
can be found swimming around the 
same reef or huddled in the flood-
ed mangroves together. If prey 
species always reacted with a fight 
or flight response every time they 

saw a predator, they would starve 
to death. 

Yet, when it comes to us, outside 
of National Parks, urban ecosys-
tems, and places so wild and re-
mote that humans rarely show up, 
most animals respond with intense 
fear. 

In the age of Covid-19, you might 
not want to hop on a plane to travel 
to those wildest and most remote 
corners of the world at the mo-
ment, and many National Parks are 
closed to keep crowds of people 
from gathering. Thus, with shelter 
in place laws and quarantine or-
ders, your suburban or urban eco-
system is going to be the easiest 
and most productive place for you 
to photograph right now. 

Learning to see the nature of your 
own backyard is more important 
than you might realize. 

Most of the problems of con-
servation that faces our world to-
day stems from our collective “us 
versus them” world view. We are 
humans. They are nature. We live 
here. They live there.

This mentality creates a discon-
nect between us and the rest of the 
planet. It separates us. It divides the 
world in half. Or worse yet, it alto-
gether creates two separate worlds 
in our imaginations and thus how 
we experience life on a day to day 
basis. 

Botanists speak of what they call 
plant blindness in our culture. We 
hurry about our lives never actual-
ly seeing the rich tapestry of plant 
biodiversity all around us. If peo-
ple see anything, it’s as simple as 
grass, or trees, or maybe flowers – 
but only if they are large and bright-
ly colored. 

Case in point:

As I write this, I am sitting in a 
cottage on the Outer Banks of 
North Carolina. Do people realize 
North Carolina has more species 
of orchids than any other state in 
our country except for Florida? Or 
more to the point, do people on 
this island know the life history of 
the ubiquitous shrub called yaupon 
holly? Do they know that it contains 
caffeine, that was consumed as a 
social drink for thousands of years 
like coffee today, how that it may 

have been the foundation of Native 
transcontinental trade networks 
that reached from the Atlantic to 
the Pacific, how that it complete-
ly replaced “tea” after the Boston 
Tea Party for a while, and that it is 
a common shrub growing every-
where here? 

Probably not. They’re just plants.

But what if you did know about 
yaupon holly? 

Would this knowing change the 
way you looked at an otherwise 
ambiguous shrub? Would you have 
an altogether different experience 
when you noticed one of these 
growing at the edge of your yard? 
Would this create familiarity and 
make it more than just a “stupid 
plant?” 

And if this did make a difference, 
could the same thing be said for 
knowledge of other plants, insects, 
birds, or amphibians?

Continued on page 57
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Foxes are one species that long 
ago figured out how to take advan-
tage of people and the habitats 
they create. For these primitive ca-
nines, this isn’t so much a matter of 

eating trash as it is exploiting us to 
both protect them from predators, 
AND eating those animals that do 
live on our trash. 

Animals exploit people for pro-
tection all the time. Female brown 
bears will often hang close to lodg-
es in Alaska, raising their young 

Fox Dens
URBAN PROFILE right under the noses of fisherman 

and photographers, because the 
large boars that would otherwise 
kill their offspring are wary of hu-
mans. Likewise, 99% of the grizzly 
bears photographed in places like 
Yellowstone and Grand Teton Na-
tional Park are females that use 

their close proximity to us as a 
means of protection for their cubs 
as well.

Foxes are no different. Wheth-
er it’s the native North American 
red fox of the west and north, the 
non-native English red fox of the 
east coast and south (that’s right, 

this is a different species intro-
duced by the English in 1711), 
or the elusive and mysterious 
gray fox of the eastern decid-
uous forests, these canines 
readily take up house and home 
next to humans. 

On the Outer Banks of North 
Carolina, red foxes dig their 
dens in sand dunes. All they re-
ally need is a relatively undis-
turbed vacant lot. The photos 
here were all created in that 
situation with multi-million-dol-
lar vacation homes sitting both 
stage left and right. 
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The problem at hand is bigger 
than plant blindness. It’s a blind-
ness toward everything around us 
that is not us. It’s nature blindness. 
And it comes at the cost of alienat-
ing us from every other living thing 
on the planet.  

From the perspective of psychol-
ogy, alienation creates the feelings 
of isolation and disconnectedness. 
It creates the sense of powerless-
ness, of meaninglessness inside. It 
creates a longing for real relation-
ships. And this experience paves 
the way toward the darkness of 
mental illness. 

This is why we keep cats, dogs, 
and house plants. We have an in-
nate psychological need to con-
nect with the real world we have 
disconnected from. 

It’s fascinating how long we have 
been beating around this bush – 
no pun intended. Jews, Muslims, 
and Christians alike acknowledged 
this alienation as punishment for 
original sins, when humans were 
cast from the Garden of Eden. Karl 
Marx claimed that instead of spir-
itual downfall, it was capitalism 
that alienated us from nature by 

reducing the natural world to noth-
ing more than commodities to be 
bought or sold. And in Civiliza-
tion and its Discontents, Sigmund 
Freud offered up his own take on 
the matter suggesting that this 
great big experiment of civilization 
was in fact the root cause of men-
tal illness due to the alienation it 
created. 

For more than 2,000 years we 
have stared the problem in the face. 

When someone becomes discon-
nected from their community, from 
their neighbors, their loved ones 
for long enough, they begin to nor-
malize the experience. Their base-
line for reality shifts. Their world 
view shifts. The prefrontal cortex 
shrinks and the amygdala begins 
to enlarge. We lose critical thinking 
and gain emotional reactionism. 

Studies done in regard to social 
alienation in mammals – that is to 
say: people, mice, dolphins, etc – re-
veal grave consequences. We see 
an increase in aggression toward 
the unfamiliar, persistent fear, and 
hypersensitivity toward perceived 
threats. 

Sound familiar? 

Aldo Leopold once said that 
there were two inherent dangers 
in not owning a farm. The first was 
assuming that food came from 
grocery stores. The second was 
assuming that heat came from a 
furnace. To Leopold, owning a farm 
meant working closely with the 
land and its other inhabitants. This 
demands that, at least on some 
level, one develops a familiarity 
with the systems you are working 
within. Sometimes these systems 
are a simple as cause and effect: 
“If I fall a tree and cut wood today, 
I can warm my shins this winter.” 
Other times those systems are 
more complex. And if we are not 
exposed to these things, how are 
we to know they even exist? 

Take salamanders for instance. 

Sometimes we struggle to under-
stand the importance of a thing do 
its scale in comparison with our-
selves. Salamanders fit this bill. 

Despite their size, despite their 
secretive nature, salamanders 
are actually apex predators in the 
ecosystem. Although they might 
not take down whitetail deer, each 
salamander consumes around 20 
insects a day. So veracious are 

these amphibians that they have 
been dubbed the wolves of the for-
est floor by the people who study 
them. 

Twenty insects might not sound 
like much, but when those numbers 
are extrapolated for the estimated 
number of salamanders in a given 
area, the impact is tremendous. 
Especially in terms of carbon se-
questering and climate change. 

A large chunk of the carbon that 
is emitted into the atmosphere is 
taken up by trees. Trees shed their 
leaves throughout the year and all 
of that carbon falls to the ground 
with those leaves, slowly becom-
ing part of the soil. That is unless 
a host of different insects feed on 
those leaves and release that car-
bon back into the atmosphere. 

This is where salamanders and 
their 20 bug a day diet comes into 
play. 

It all sounds so small, so insig-
nificant – again, from the perspec-
tive of us and the size of our diets. 
But we can actually measure the 
amount of carbon that a single 
salamander is ultimately responsi-
ble for keeping in the soil over the 
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to fight for the species. When this 
symbol of a nation disappeared 
from the skies over rivers like the 
James, people took notice. 

Urban wildlife photography puts 
us in this position today – to take 
notice. How will we ever know what 
we stand to lose all around us un-
less we actually what lives there to 
begin with? 

course of its lifetime. When such 
numbers are scaled to account for 
the estimated population of sala-
manders, we find that salamanders 
have such an oversized impact on 
carbon cycles that they actually 
help to regulate global climate. 

All this from a salamander.

Will you ever be able to look at 
one the same way again?

When we begin to look, we see 
there is life all around us. Life, that 
is complete with its own unique 
and amazing stories like those of 
yaupon holly and salamanders. 
Just because you don’t know their 
stories, or have been taught your 
entire life to ignore those stories, 
doesn’t mean they don’t exist. 

What happens when we begin to 
see the life that is around us, in our 
own backyards? 

Does it change how we view our 

neighborhoods? Does it alter our 
perceptions of the habitats we cre-
ate for ourselves? Does it revolu-
tionize how we see ourselves? 

And what happens when you go 
out into that little patch of woods 
and photograph a family of owls liv-
ing in a tree cavity and then show 
this to your friends and family? 
How does this sudden realization 
of what exists just over the fence, 
hidden to us only because we re-
fuse to look, change their percep-
tion of that little patch of woods?

This is the power of art. 

This is the power of your photog-
raphy. 

We have the ability to connect 
people to the natural world. Our 
photographs create the bridge be-
tween us and the rest of life, and 
holds the power to completely al-
ter how people think, see, and feel 
about the world around them. 

You see, urban wildlife photog-
raphy is more important than just 
a matter of convenience. It’s also 
about changing the way you see 
and experience your own commu-
nity. 

Countless opportunities exist all 
around you. From insects in your 
backyard to foxes and screech owl 
at the edges of urban greenspac-
es. One needs only to look in order 
to see. 

Back out on the James River sur-
rounded by bald eagles and high-
rise bridges, I revel in the seemingly 
non-stop action. Each pair of bald 
eagles has a territory to defend 
and chicks to feed. Immature ea-
gles fly in to hunt and are immedi-
ately chased away or else a battle 
ensues. A fat shad is spotted too 
close to the surface of the water 
and both the male and female ea-
gles are swooping down for the kill. 

These birds have made a remark-
able comeback from the days of 
DDT and death. They are a true con-
servation success story. But people 
had to care about losing the bald 
eagles first in order to care enough 

“Salamanders have such an oversized 
impact on carbon cycles that they 
actually help regulate global climate.
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THINKING
CREATIVELY
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One of the challenges of nature 
and wildlife photography is learn-
ing how to move beyond the obvi-
ous in your artwork. This applies 
whether you are photographing 
brown bears in Alaska or flowers 
in your backyard. How do we move 
beyond the cliché and the trite? 
Can we create something different 
from the imagery we have all seen 
ten thousand times before?

As everyone begins to dive into 
the Spring Photo Contest in ear-
nest, I want to take the opportunity 
to address this because being able 
to think and see outside of the box 
may mean the difference between 
you getting a few likes on Facebook 
and winning a $1,000 tripod.

Working with smaller subjects 
around your house or neighbor-
hood is actually the ideal scenar-
io for learning to see and think 
creatively with your photography. 
Flowers and insects, for example, 
are usually quite accommodating 
to you exploring different angles 
and perspectives and composi-
tions. Bears are different, of course. 
But the same principles still apply. 
And learning to think and see dif-
ferently with subjects that you can 

easily work around will ultimately 
translate into you being able to see 
the possibilities when it comes to 
bigger subjects later on.

In many ways, photography is the 
art of seeing. And the creative pro-
cess behind photography, is the art 
of seeing the possibilities.

More often than not, this is the 
single biggest thing that separates 
the world’s best photographers 
from everyone else.

And this is why I say that under-
standing the technical side of pho-
tography isn’t the end goal, it’s just 
the entry fee that allows you to be-
gin playing the game.

It’s probably safe to assume that 
the first photograph you “see” when 
approaching a subject is not actual-
ly the best photograph that can be 
made in the situation. You have to 
learn to “work” a subject. You have 
to move around, change angles, 
perspective, get close, back up, 
change lenses, consider flashes. 
Each one of these things dramati-
cally changes the photographs that 
are being created. As you do this, 
you begin to learn and understand 
what you like, what you don’t like, 

and how subtle and not so subtle 
changes affect everything. And 
the more you do this, the more you 
learn to work a subject, the easi-
er it becomes for you to recognize 
possibilities and think creatively in 
the field with the next subject you 
encounter.

To emphasize all of this, and to 
hopefully help spark a little cre-
ative thinking for everyone as they 
are seeking that winning photo-
graph for the photo competition, I 
went out into the woods behind my 
house and created a series of pho-
tographs of one single subject to 
show you how this process often 
unfolds. And I think, if you pay at-
tention, this will also help to reveal 
how the creative processes works 
for me personally.

The species on display here Car-
olina Jasmine, Gelsemium semper-
virens.

The word sempervirens, by the 
way, happens to find its way into 
the binomial name (Scientific / Lat-
in name) for a lot of different spe-
cies. Coast redwoods, for instance, 
are named Sequoia sempervirens. 
And the word is simply Latin for 

“always alive” or, as we more com-
monly think of it, “ever green.”

This little species of vine is one 
of the first flowers we see on the 
barrier islands of the Outer Banks 
(aside from daffodils which are 
actually a non-native species from 
Eurasia). Though we generally con-
sider the plant toxic with the annoy-
ing side effect of death, the Caroli-
na Algonquians had a grocery list 
of medicinal uses for this plant. 
Most often the plant was used as 
an antispasmodic and for slow-
ing the heart rate. Today, science 
backs up the use of this plant’s 
alkaloids for reducing blood pres-
sure, treating migraines, and there 
is even really interesting research 
being done on its ability to retard 
the growth of tumors. But proper 
dosage and preparation mean the 
difference between medicine and 
deadly poison with this flower. So, 
you’re probably better off just pho-
tographing it!

These days, the two bodies you 
can most often find living side by 
side in my bag are the Nikon D5 
and the Nikon Z6 mirrorless. Both 
cameras serve different purposes 
for me. Both are really good at cer-
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tain things, and not so great for oth-
ers. Add them together, for me as 
a Nikon shooter, they become the 
perfect pair of tools for my style of 
photography.

I am going to always opt for the 
mirrorless camera in situations like 
this for three primary reasons:

Mirrorless is lighter and thus 
lends itself to being easier to work 
with as I visually explore and fine 
tune compositional adjustments 
in situations like this.

Thanks to the EVF (electronic 
viewfinder), I am able to guarantee 
critical focus every time with the 
use of Focus Peaking – where the 
camera places a colored outline 
around everything that is in focus. 
Macro photography is almost al-
ways simpler in manual focus, and 
focus peaking means you nail your 
manual focus every single time.

Given that I will be moving around 
the flower working various angles 
as I try to find a composition I like, 
the light will be changing dramati-
cally every step of the way. Again, 
thanks to the EVF of the mirrorless, 
I can have a live histogram running 
inside of my viewfinder so that way 

I know EXACTLY what is happening 
with my exposure at all times in-
stead of having to check light me-
ters and pull away from the cam-
era to check the histogram on the 
back.

None of this is to say you can’t 
create all of these photographs I 
am going to show you with a DSLR. 
It’s just that certain features associ-
ated with mirrorless cameras with 
their Electronic Viewfinders makes 
it simpler.

Now, when one approaches a 
pretty little flower cluster like this 
in the woods, the normal reaction 
would be to most likely reach for a 
105mm macro lens, find a distant 
background, good frontal lighting, 
and create a simple portrait of the 
species.

I’m not going to do that, howev-
er

Not that there is anything nec-
essarily wrong with this. It’s just 
that the point of this article is to 
show you how important it is to 
think creatively. So, if the obvious 
thing to do is what I spelled out 
above, then I am going to start out 
be scratching that off the mental 

list entirely here.

Instead, I decided to reach for a 
very non-traditional lens: a manual 
focus Loawa 15mm macro lens.

A 15mm is an extreme wide-angle 
lens. Add to this the lens’ ability to 
focus at 4.7mm (yes, that’s millime-
ters!!!!), and you have a tool that can 
make the smallest of things larger 
than life while also including the 
surrounding environment. Do you 
see where I’m going with this?

I love this lens. I love the look 
and effect created by it. It’s sharp 
enough for any and all applications 
I have ever thought of using it for. 
And I can do things with this lens 

that is just not possible with any 
other.

Let me step back here for a mo-
ment and emphasize this last sen-
tence about doing things with this 
lens I can’t do with any other.

When it comes to art, when it 
comes to visual storytelling, tools 
that carry such attributes always 
catch my attention. If there is some-
thing unique about a lens or a piece 
of equipment that allows me to tell 

a visual story that is not possible 
without it, I will probably buy that 
and add it to one of my camera 
bags. I’m always looking for new 
and creative ways of revealing the 
beauty of the life around me.

As I began to visually explore 
the situation, I quickly realized 
that frontal and even side lighting 
here were the most boring and 
mundane compositions I could 
make. Not only was the light flat 
and unattractive in this particu-
lar situation, the background was 
terribly distracting. Technically, 

the live oaks in the background 
were perfectly lit. But this compet-
ed with the flowers themselves in 
the composition.

Laowa 15mm macro lens

https://www.venuslens.net/product/laowa-15mm-f/ref/529/?campaign=JWPSpring2020
https://www.venuslens.net/product/laowa-15mm-f/ref/529/?campaign=JWPSpring2020
https://www.venuslens.net/product/laowa-15mm-f/ref/529/?campaign=JWPSpring2020
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By backlighting the flowers, I 
quickly found a series of photo-
graphs I liked. And in the process, 
I immediately saw the opportunity 
to add a sun star to the composi-
tion.

When I first approached these 
flowers, I was not thinking about 
extreme wide angle closeups, and 
I certainly wasn’t thinking about 
including a sun star. But, as I vi-
sually explored the possibilities, 
it became evident that this would 
be very easy to do here and could 
potentially add that creative pop I 
was looking for.

When creating sun stars, you 
simply need a medium or wide-an-
gle lens and an f/stop of f/16 or 
f/22. Sun stars are easiest to cre-
ate when the sun is right on the 
edge of something – sort of peak-
ing around if you will. But really this 
has more to do with cutting light 
enough for you to see the so-called 
star – which is really just the aper-
ture blades inside of your lens. The 
other thing you have to remember, 
is that since you are pointing a lens 
at the sun now, you will have to re-
duce your exposure down consid-
erably to define the points of the 

star. This is where the live histo-
gram comes in handy.

The photograph wasn’t all that 
bad. I had a sun star. I had back 
lighting through the pedals of the 
flowers which created an interest-
ing look and feel. And the extreme 
wide-angle macro really allowed 
me to make the flowers larger than 
life. However, by having to under 

expose the photograph so much 
to compensate for the sun being in 
the composition, the flowers were 
very muted.

Upon seeing this, I knew it was 
time to break out a flash.

Anytime I am working with wide 
angle macro and I need / want to 
use flash, I reach for the KX-800 

Twin Flash. This is one of the strang-
est pieces of equipment I own. It 
looks like an alien, or some crazy 

By using flash, I was able to create depth 
and detail in the Carolina Jasmine while 
also incorporating a sun star to create an 
additional interesting compositional el-
ement in the photo. 
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By using an extreme wide angle macro, I 
was able to move in very close and make 
these very small and fragile flowers larg-
er than life. 
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insect on top of my camera. But as 
strange, and as “plasticky” as this 
thing is, the two long articulating 
arms with flashes on their ends, is 
exactly what I need to get the light 
into the angles I need when working 
at such extremely close distances.

I don’t always use both flash 
heads on KX-800. However, in this 
instance, I knew I wanted one flash 
to produce a slightly angled light to 
create shadows (read: texture and 
dimension), and the other flash to 
slightly fill in some of those shad-
ows at the same time.

With the crazy twin flash set in 
place, I was then able to go about 
creating compositions where I had 
both a nicely lite cluster of flowers, 
AND a sun star.

You will notice that the back-
ground becomes quite dark in the 
whole process. It’s not black. But 
it is very dark. Personally, I like my 
backgrounds a little darker than my 
subjects. It helps things pop. But in 
this situation, the dark background 
was more a byproduct of exposing 
for the sun star, thus turning the 
trees and vegetation that the sun 
was behind into silhouettes.

I experimented with a number of 
different compositions using the 
two flashes in conjunction with the 
Laowa 15mm macro. And as you 
can see from one of these images, 
the extremely close minimum fo-
cusing distance really allows you 
to get right on top of your subject, 
making it larger than life.

As much as I love the 15mm mac-
ro lens and the unique look to the 
photographs I create with it, those 
images often take on a little bit of 
surrealism. Things don’t really look 
like this, of course. The effect is 
very cool in many ways, but it can 
seem almost sensational or hy-
perbolic for me – though I realize 
these words may make zero sense 
to you when I apply them to a pho-
tograph.

In any case, as much as I loved 
the effect that I was able to create 
here, I wanted to go beyond this.

I really like the Carolina Jasmine. 
It’s a small, and delicate flower. It’s 
not an “extreme” species, if you will. 
And so I wanted to create some-
thing a bit more elegant to compli-
ment my perception of the species

So, back to the camera bag.

This time, I broke out the 105mm 
macro. You know, the lens I said 
I didn’t want to use because it 
seemed too obvious of a choice.

The cliché nature of photograph-
ing with this lens, however, had 
nothing to do with the lens itself. 
What I had perceived to be cliché 
was only the photograph I immedi-
ately saw in my head.

Remember, lenses are tools for 
achieving your artistic vision.

We are limited only by the depths 
of our own imagination and cre-

ativity. As I worked this subject, 
my imagination expanded as I 
saw new and interesting concepts 
roll across the silver screen of my 
mind’s eye.

I tossed the twin flash and the 
15mm back into the camera bag. 
I attached the Nikon 105 macro to 
my Z6 and then opened up a duffle 
bag full of stuff that looks more at 
home on a fashion shoot than in 
the woods.

Wanting that “elegant” look I had 
in my mind meant that I needed 
soft and elegant lighting to work 
with. And that meant one thing: a 
24-inch softbox.

Personally, I love the 24” Westcott 
Rapidbox. Other photographers 
have their favorites. This is mine. 
It’s very fast to assemble. Folds up 
and packs small. And it all fits into 
my world very easy whether I am 
in the forest behind my house or 
the rainforest of Panama.

“We are limited only by the depths of our 
own imagination and creativity.

KX-800 Flash

https://www.venuslens.net/product/laowa-15mm-f/ref/529/?campaign=JWPSpring2020
https://www.venuslens.net/product/macro-twin-flash-kx-800/ref/529/?campaign=JWPSpring2020
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To make things easier, I pulled a 
light stand out of the duffle as well. 
Given that it’s a flower I am pho-
tographing, I don’t need to hand-
hold the softbox and the camera 
at the same time. The flower isn’t 
moving on me. It’s not going any-
where. Thus, a cheap light stand (I 
buy cheap ones because of what I 
subject them to) was the obvious 
accessory here.

Attaching a flash to the bracket 
of the softbox, I then attached the 
whole setup to the stand and situ-
ated it next to the flower.

The photograph in my head was 
one with a black background. I didn’t 
want anything competing with the 
flower. I wanted to balance shad-

ows with kisses of light on cer-
tain parts of the flower and vine 
to showcase its shape and colors 
and curves.

To do this, with the flash still off, 
I reduced my exposure by 4 full 
stops to kill all ambient light. I took 
a test photograph and confirmed 
everything was totally black – or 
damn near – and called it perfect.

Next, I dialed in a manual flash 
setting on the flash trigger I had 
now set up on the hotshoe of my 
camera.

The trigger, or commander, 
communicates with the flash 
remotely. Some do this optical-
ly and need line of site. I prefer 
radio transmission because it al-
lows me complete creative con-
trol over how and where I set up 
flashes by not being limited to line 
of site.

Stepping back now, I realized 
that I liked the little figure S shape 

Using a single off camera flash with a 
large softbox allowed me to capture this 
much more elegant looking photograph 
of the Carolina Jasmine. 
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of the vine above the flower clus-
ter. Studying the situation for a 
moment, it dawned on me that a 
photograph of this sort would be 
significantly stronger if I left a bit 
of the vine in the composition. This 
helps to give a sense of scale and 
delicacy to the flowers themselves, 
but the vine also lends a nice artis-
tic touch to the overall composition 
– adding an interesting shape and 
a splash of red to offset the yellow 
and green.

The result, to me, was beautiful. 
But I am very biased when it comes 
to this sort of chiaroscuro lighting

After creating a series of images 
like this, experimenting with slight-
ly different angles and thus chang-
ing the way in which the flowers 
revealed themselves from the 
shadows, I felt like I had exhaust-
ed this look.

The sun was getting very low by 
this point. I had been at the whole 
process for nearly 2 hours by now. 
I was getting ready to pack up my 
equipment and hike back to the 
house when the sun dropped be-
tween a little gap in the vegetation 
near the horizon and new visions 

began dancing around in my head.

I repositioned the 24 inch soft 
box, and set myself up behind the 
flower again like I had originally. 
This time, however, I was using the 
105mm macro which compresses 
perspective rather than stretching 
it like the 15mm macro.

I made exactly one photograph.

I would have liked to have made 
2 or 3 or 20. But, the sun dropped 
below the little gap and was gone 
for good.

Art is subjective.

Beauty is in the eye of the behold-
er.

Maybe you prefer the wide angle 
look of the first photographs. May-
be you love the dark and elegant 
photos towards the end. Neither of 
these concepts are right or wrong. 
They are just creative ideas I had 
while photographing the same 
flower.

This is how you advance your 
photography. You work your sub-
ject. You experiment. You visually 
explore various options. And you 
never settle for the obvious.

Hopefully this helps everyone as 
they continue photographing close 
to home during the shelter in place 
and quarantines. Just get outside. 
And once there, think about at least 
peaking at what lies on the other 
side of the box you have created 
for yourself and your photography.

There is a big world of possibilities 
and whole new ways of seeing and 
telling stories with photographs if 
only you are willing to look.
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UPCOMING W0RKSHOPS
Wildlife of Panama

December 7 – 13, 2020

The north coast of Panama is literally dripping with life and biologi-
cal diversity. Home to the Smithsonian Institute of Tropical Research, 
this region is widely known as the Galapagos of the Caribbean as sci-
ence continues to find new species here on a regular basis. For this 
workshop we will be based in the Bocas del Toro archipelago where 
lush lowland rainforests cover tiny tropical islands surrounded by a 
sea of coralline blue. Each day will be spent exploring new islands to 
photograph everything from three toed sloths to red-billed tropic birds. 
If you are looking for adventure, for a workshop filled with island hop-
ping around the tropics, for the opportunity to photograph a vast array 
of different species ranging from poison frogs to magnificent frigate 
birds, then this is the workshop you have been waiting for.

Ultimate Winter Wildlife in Yellowstone

January 10 – 19 2021 | Limited Space Available

January 25 – Feb 3 2021 | Limited Space Available

This workshop is all about the wildlife and we have tweaked this par-
ticular trip to offer you the absolute best that winter in Yellowstone has 
to offer. From frost covered bison to bobcats hunting in the snow, this 
workshop is a tour de force in America’s premier wildlife photography 
destination. 

https://jaredlloydphoto.com/workshops-2020/wildlife-of-panama-2/
https://jaredlloydphoto.com/workshops-2021/ultimate-winter-wildlife-yellowstone-workshop
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“I love the unique opportunities I can find in the most 
unexpected places. A yellow crowned night heron nest  
right next to a busy freeway, a family of owls next to a 
playground, bald eagles flying around a dam. You don’t 
need to travel to remote locations to find beautiful, awe 
inspiring animals. I live in the city and am only 5-10 min-

utes from species of birds and raptors that some photographers will 
never get to see in their lifetime.” 

— Scott Suriano

“
SCOTT SURIANO
Urban Wildlife Photographer

sasphotography.photoshelter.com

FEATURED PHOTOGRAPHER

@sasphotography67

http://sasphotography.photoshelter.com
https://www.instagram.com/sasphotography67/?hl=en
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Black bears only hibernate when 
they run out of food for the year. 
Across the coastal plain of the 
Southeastern United States, food 
is available year-round. Therefore, 
the bears in this region never go 
into hibernation. 

stone or Denali National Park. Only 
the coastal brown bears, of British 
Columbia and Alaska, and polar 
bears compete with the Southeast-
ern population of black bears on a 
pound for pound basis. 

Without hibernation, with the abil-
ity to continue eating all year, the 
bears in this region grow to enor-
mous sizes upwards of 1,000 lbs. 
This makes black bears from that 
region significantly larger than the 
interior grizzlies found in Yellow-

DID YOU
KNOW?




